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ABSTRACT

The report was written to briefly introduce the Final Year Project entitled 'Vehicle

Compartments Environmental Control System using solar Powered Thermoelectric'.

The project will cover the research on thermoelectric and followed by a fully

functioning prototype of a thermoelectric temperature regulator with test data. This

project embarks on studying the feasibility of using thermoelectric to regulate the

temperature inside the vehicle compartments.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Associated with the Electrical and Electronic Engineering technological development,

the world is now moving towards nanotechnology applications. Such an application

can change the world by benefiting people and improving their life style. This leads

to the research of thermoelectric that can be used to control temperature inside

vehicle compartments, where the thermoelectric will be solar powered.

Thermoelectric coolers are used to manage temperature, but they are not easily

integrated with semiconductor devices. This project innovation was to see that

thermoelectric could theoretically be used for cooling, at room temperature and

below.

1.1 Background Study

This project will concentrate in semiconductors, thermoelectric, thermodynamics,

solar energy, temperature cooling, and environmental factor study. Through the

whole project, knowledge on those related topic would be applied.

1.2 Problem Statement

In equatorial countries, car owners have to live with overheated compartments if

they parked their cars under the sun. The problem with overheating is that it can

damage several equipments in a vehicle. This leads to waste of money and high cost

maintenance of the vehicle itself. Moreover, by afternoon, the temperature in these

countries reaches a very high temperature, which leads to uncomfortable situation

and affects human emotions. Human factor is also considered, as a part of valuable

information for the project as time and comfort is important.



1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study/Work

1.3.1 Objectives

The objectives of this project are:

1. To do research about thermoelectric cooling system, and solar energy

2. To conduct experiments and collectingdata using thermoelectric modules,

and methods that involves thermal cooling.

3. To construct a fully functioning prototype of a thermoelectric temperature

regulator.

13.2 Scope ofStudy/Work

This study consists ofresearch, designing and constructing a prototype powered by

solar in order to achieve the objectives. The vehicle compartment involved during

the experiments is the cabin car. By the way, this study will also include the

evaluation of the experiment and selected circuit design for thermoelectric

connected with solar panel. The evaluation will be concentrated on the energy

used, power consumption of the prototype, cost effective and efficiency of the

prototype for cooling. The limitations of conducting this project are cost, time and

equipments. The prototype will be constructed using the fund provided by

Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY

THERMOELECTRIC

Early 19th century scientists, Thomas Seebeck and Jean Peltier, first discovered the

phenomena that are the basis for today's thermoelectric industry. Seebeck found that

electrical current would flow when there is a temperature gradient across the

junctions of two dissimilar conductors. Peltier, on the other hand, learned that passing

current through two dissimilar electrical conductors, caused heat to be either emitted

or absorbed at the junction of the materials. It was only after mid-20th Century

advancements in semiconductor technology, however, that practical applications for

thermoelectric devices became feasible. With modern techniques, there exist

production of thermoelectric 'modules' that deliver efficient solid state heat-pumping

for both cooling and heating; many of these units can also be used to generate DC

power in special circumstances (e.g., conversion of waste heat). New and often

elegant uses for thermoelectric continue to be developed each day.

A typical thermoelectric module consists of an array of Bismuth Telluride

semiconductor pellets that have been 'doped' so that one type ofcharge carrier - either

positive or negative - carries the majority of current. The pairs of P/N pellets are

configured so that they are connected electrically in series, but thermally in parallel.

Metalized ceramic substrates provide the platform for the pellets and the small

conductive tabs that connect them. The pellets, tabs and substrates thus form a

layered configuration. Module size varies from less than 0.25" by 0.25" to

approximately 2.0" by 2.0". Thermoelectric modules can function singularly or in

groups with series, parallel, or series/parallel electrical connections. Some

applications use stacked multi-stage modules. When DC voltage is applied to the



module, the positive and negative charge carriers in the pellet array absorb heat

energy from one substrate surface and release it to the substrateat the opposite side.

The surface where heat energy is absorbed becomes cold; the opposite surface where

heat energy was released becomes hot. Using this simple approach to 'heat pumping',

thermoelectric technology is applied to many widely varied applications - small laser

diode coolers, portable refrigerators, scientific thermal conditioning, liquid coolers,

and beyond. Power Generation: Employing the effect that Seebeck observed,

thermoelectric power generators convert heat energy to electricity. When a

temperature gradient is created across the thermoelectric device, a DC voltage

develops across the terminals. When a load is properly connected, electrical current

flows. Typical applications for this technology include providing power for remote

telecommunication, navigation, and petroleum installations.

The flow of heat with the charge carriers in a thermoelectric device is very similar to

the way that compressed refrigerant transfer's heat in a mechanical system. The

circulating fluids in the compressor system carry heat from the thermal load to the

evaporator where the heat can be dissipated. With TE technology, on the other hand,

the circulating direct current carries heat from the thermal load to some type of heat

sink that can effectively discharge the heat into the outside environment. Each

individual thermoelectric system design will have a unique capacity for pumping heat

(in Watts or BTU/hour) and this will be influenced by many factors. The most

important variables are ambient temperature, physical & electrical characteristics of

the thermoelectric module employed, and efficiency of the heat dissipation system.

Typical thermoelectric applications will pump heat loads ranging from several

miliwatts to hundreds ofwatts.

Thermoelectric (Peltier) cooling

In 1834, Peltier[l] described thermal effects at the junctions of dissimilar conductors

when an electrical current flows between the materials. Peltier failed however to

understand the full implications ofhis findings and it wasn't until four years later that

Lenz[2] concluded that there is heat adsorption or generation at the junctions

depending on the direction ofcurrent flow.



Thermo-electric cooling, known about since the 1830s, occurs when a current is

passed across the junction of two dissimilar metals. One side of the device becomes

hot and the other cold. Although single thermo-electric devices have low cooling

capacities they may be connected together electrically to produce more coolmg.

Because they do not have a circulatingfluid heat transfer is more difficult than for

vapor compression systems [3]. For large cooling duties additional heat transfer

systems, possibly based on heat pipes would be required. When voltage Vin is applied

to terminals Tl & T2 an electrical current (I) will flow in the circuit.

0

Material X

•t
T, 6

^

c ™~ ^—^Material Y Material Y

A

J

>m>-
B

Figure 1: The electriccurrentflow withthethermal changefrom hot to cold.

As a result of the current flow, a slightly cooling effect (Qc) will occur at point (A)

and a heating effect will be experienced at point (B) where it is expelled.
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Figure 2: A typical design ofa thermoelectric coolerfromFerrotec Corporation

SOLAR ENERGY - The Renewable Energy Source

Principle ofoperation

Solar panels work on the principleof the photovoltaic effect. The photovoltaic effect

is the conversion of sunlight into electricity. This occurs when the PV cell is struckby

photons (sunlight), 'freeing' silicon electrons to travel from the PV cell, through

electronic circuitry, to a load (Figure 3). Then they return to the PV cell, where the

silicon recaptures the electron and the process is repeated.



External circuit

Negative layer Positive layer

Figure 3: Principle ofoperation

Simple photovoltaic system

A PV system may have a minimum oftwo components, the module and the load to be

powered. An example of such a system would be a simple ventilation fan driven

directly by a module during hot and sunny weather. For twenty-four hour a day

operation a battery and blocking diode are required, a voltage regulator is also

recommended in order to protect the battery from the effects of overcharge. The solar

regulator includes a blocking diode and therefore a blocking diode should only be

incorporated in a system when the solar regulator is not being used.

m
%-l RS stock no. 261-299

f >1
! £ Blocking
! diode

-i-
Solar shunt

reguiator
RS stock no.

194-082
^-Battery

array Load

i

i
i

» —-i i

Figure 4: A simple photovoltaic system



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 Procedures

3.1.1 Experiments and data gathering

After understanding the concept of thermoelectric and thermal cooling, several

experiments will be conducted. The experiments will involve using thermoelectric

modules, where the author has to collect temperature data and energy conversion

of heat and electric. Then, data from the experiments will be evaluated in order to

meet the objective of this project. The author will be focusing on the temperature

controller circuit.

3.1.2 Construct a prototype

The prototype will be constructed after a circuit simulation for thermoelectric and

solar panel had been done using PSpice and Electronic Work Bench (EWB). The

temperature regulator will be built based on the data gathered during the

experiments. This method will be the finish line of this project.

3.2 Tools required

1. Thermoelectric (Peltier) modules.

2. Solar energy panel and thermometer.

3. Software such as PSpice, EWB, 3Dmax

4. All the electrical component used in the design such as capacitors,

inductors and others
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1 Experiment Results

Temperature readings have been observed and recorded. The objectives of this

experiment were to observe thenormal temperature readings inside a carduring hot

conditions, especially in the afternoon.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS INSIDE A CAR AT PARKING

SITE IN UTP

(DegreeCelsius)

Date/Time

10

A.M

11

A.M

12

P.M

1

P.M

2

P.M Average

14-Mar-05 42 42 64 56 45 49.8

15-Mar-05 40 41 59 59 58 51.4

16-Mar-05 41 41 62 57 53 50.8

17-Mar-05 42 42 58 55 45 48.4

18-Mar-05 56 57 61 58

Table 1: Experiment resultsfor temperature measurements inside a car

From the data above, it was concluded that the normal temperature inside a cabin

car during afternoon, in Malaysia was more than 50°C. For the design temperature,

the project must successfully cool the car till 30°C or below. To accomplish the

target, several calculation designs must be done. The variables that was important

were volume ofcabin, heat transfer, power supplied by solar panels, and time.

10



From the table, the temperature within a car's cabin can reach above 60°C when

parked under the sun, in a hot weather. These results show that the temperature

regulator system to be designed must have the capacity to cooldown temperature of

this range to 30°C or below. Nevertheless, if the temperature regulator system is

capable of detecting the rising of cabin temperature, and starts to regulate the

temperature before it reaches 62°C, then the temperature difference of the

thermoelectric module is reduced, hence decreasing its wattage requirement. To

calculate the heat load for a typical car cabin, Proton Wira has been chosen as the

case study, whereby all calculation would be based on the structure of the concern

car. The heat load would define the cooling requirements. The possibility to

minimize the heat load allows the cooler to achieve colder temperatures or reduces

the power required to reach the defined cooling level. The heat load involved is a

passive heat load, which is parasitic in nature and may consist of radiation,

convection or conduction. The method used to calculate the heat load is acquired

throughthe 2001 AmericanSocietyofHeating,Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning

Engineers (ASHRAE) Fundamentals Handbook [4]. Some assumptions were made

during calculation, when selecting the coefficients values to be used. As there are

no specific procedures for calculating the heat load in a vehicle, coefficients used

are mostly set for the worse circumstance.

The cooling loads caused byconduction heatgains through the roofand doors are

foundfrom thefollowing equation [4]:

Q-UxAxCLTD

Where

Q = cooling load for roof, or the doors (W)

U = overall heat transfer coefficient for roofor the doors (W/m K)

A = area ofroof (m )

CLTD = corrected cooling load temperature difference (K)

The CLTD is not the actual temperature difference between the outdoor and indoor

air, and a modified value that accounts for heat storage and exposure effect of the

sun.

11



4.2 Design calculations

Roof load calculation

4.816 ft

3.215 ft

Cooling Load = (Heat Transfer Coefficient) x (Area) x (Cooling Load Temperature

Difference)

Q, =UxAxCLTD

=(1.21X15.483 fl?X24.3)

= (1.21X1-43992 m2X24.3)

- 42.337 W

12



Door load calculation

Front door

3.563 ft

1.184ft

Back door

2.995 ft

1.125 ft

1.685ft

Q2= UxAx CLTD x 2[for both sides]

= (1.21)(6.8521 ft2)(11.3)(2)

= (1.21)(0.6373m2X11.3)(2)

= 17.428 W

Radiant energy from the sun passes through transparent materials such as glass can

become a source of heat gain to the vehicle cabin. Its values vary with time,

orientation, shading and storage effect. The radiation load can be found from the

following equation:

Q = (GLF)A

Where

Q = cooling load for glass and windows (W)

A =area ofglass (m2)

GLF = glass load factor, which include the effects ofboth solar transmission and

radiation (K)

13



Glass load calculation

2.8783 ft

3.915 ft 4.2192 ft

Side window 2.6603 ft

Referring to the ASHRAE handbook, taking the worse case scenario, in which the

orientation of the car is facing west, the load calculation are as below;

Q3 = (GLF)A

- (2.2968)(290.9) +(0.8257)(120.5) + (0.8257) (179.43)

-915.79 W

Also referring to the ASHRAE handbook, the load factor is assumed to be 1.38,

which is the worse case scenario.

Total load - Total heat load x Load Factor

= (Q1+Q2 + Q3)x(1.38)

= (42.337 W + 17.428 W + 915.79 W)(1.38) = 1209.69 W

14



All values of U, CLTD and GLF were taken from the ASHRAE handbook as well

as the Air Conditioning Principles and System by Edward G. Pita.

It has been determined that the Peltier module will start to trigger when the vehicle

cabin's temperature is above 37°C. The Peltier module will regulate the temperature

to be 37°C or below. With the highest temperature recorded being 64°C;

AT = (64-37) °C=27°C

AT - [1 - (Heat Load/Max Cooling Power)] x (Max Temp Difference)

27°C - [1 - (1209.69W /Max Cooling Power)] x (68°C)

Max. Cooling power = 2006.32 W

15



Parameters

Highest temperature^ 62 °C

Target Temperature to Cool Down = 30°C

Solar rating, (7.5 V, 135mA) - used for prototype

P = 1V =\M25W

AT = 32°C

Actual AT- (l-{HecUEmrgy))xMaxAT
TEC Voltage

\2V
Actual Current = ( ) x Peltier Imax

peltier Kmax

After receiving the Peltier modules, several tests had been conducted on the Peltier

modules. The first test was to observe and recognize the side that will produce heat,

while the other side will be cold. After the first test, the second test was conducted

to determine the minimum and maximum voltage that the Peltier can withstand. Tt

was found out that the Peltier starts to react at 1.0 volt. As the voltage increases, the

heat on one side gets hotter, while the other side gets cooler. However, at 5.5 volts,

both sides start to get warm and hot. As a result, the amount of voltage that it can

receive to operate successfully was 5.5 volts. Nevertheless, the voltage consumption

can be increased by using heat sink or small fan, so the Peltier can be used to cool a

small space enough for the model. The Peltiers were also tested for parallel and

serial connections.

Figure 6: Thermoelectric Cooler, Size 30x30x3.3mm (WxDxH), weight 16g

16



Specification

1 max ~ 4.3A,

Vmax=14.6V,

Qmax(AT=0) = 36W

AT max. = 68°C, R = 3.10 ohm, 127 couples

Test Results

Minimum Voltage -1.0 volt

Maximum Voltage - 5.5 volt

17



4.3 Circuit Design

Binary

Temperature (degree

C) Voltage (V) Condition

000 7.5 2.0 OFF

001 25 4.0 OFF

010 42.5 6.0 ON

011 60 8.0 ON

100 77.5 10.0 ON

101 95 12.0 ON

110 112.5 14.0 ON

111 130 16.0 ON

Table 2: Logic designfor controllercircuit includingvoltage value

AB/C 0 1

00 0 0

01 1 1

11 1 1

10 1 1

Logic Get Implementation = A + AB

Table 3: Karnaugh mapfor controller circuit

18
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Figure 7: Finalized Circuit designfor temperature controller
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Figure 8: Circuit implemented on breadboard together withattachedPeltier module

and heat sink
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

Solar

Panel

—» Buck

Converter
—•

Lead

Acid

Battery

Peltier

module

Temperature Timer ->

sensor circuitry 10 am - 4 pm (1)

Figure 9: Simplifiedblockdiagramsofthe overall temperature regulatorsystem

An overview of the overall design is shown above. Figure 10 is a simplified block

diagram, showing the operating principle of the car cabin temperature regulator

system.

Figure 10: The red area shows the location ofPeltier modulesand solar panels for

the selected design (Orthographic view)

20



As to attachthe systemto the car, the above diagramwould help to givea simple idea

on how the thermoelectric modules are located. The red area shows the location of the

Peltier and solar panels. It will be located on the rooftop of the car itself. Expected

heat flow is upwards, towards the roof, so it is suitable to placethe Peltier modules at

the top.

21



5.1 Thermal Energy and Solar Radiation

Thermalenergycan be used to passively heat buildings through the use ofcertain

building materials and architectural design, or used directly to heat water for

household use. The energy is one of the most promising of the alternative energy

sources. Most of the present energy sources are indirect uses of the sun's energy.

The burning of fossil fuels releases solar energy stored millions of years ago.

Even though most energy now in use originated from the sun, the term "solar

energy" was commonly used to describe the direct control of the sun's energy.

The solar energy has the potential ofsupplying most of the energy we need.

However, in the project description, the project is aiming to reduce heat inside a

car during parking condition. Therefore, hot areas gain heat from solar radiation.

Solar radiation is the heat, light and other radiation energy that is emitted from the

sun. It contains huge amounts of energy and is responsible for almost all the

natural processes on earth. The suns energy, although plentiful, has been hard to

directly harness until recently. Solar Energy can be classified into two categories,

Thermal and Light. PV cells use semiconductor-based technology to convert light

energy directly into an electric current that can either be used immediately, or

stored, such as in a battery, for later use.

Solar Radiation is an important contributor to the cooling load. It must be

properly taken into account so that a practical value of cooling load could be

obtained, thus providing satisfactory air-conditioning system. The sun motion

causes changing whether. As for Malaysia, though less significant the amount of

radiation varies all year round. The total power needed to generateenough power

to cool down the temperature is 2006.32 W. The power usage is high. From

calculations, if the project used an approximately of one watt solar panel, the

overall project needs 40 solar panels to cool down the whole cabin. However, the

solar panel comes in different ratings, so a suitable solar panel with a rating of

2kW would be perfect for the passenger's cabin.

22



Solar Angles

The direction of the sun's ray is related to the followings [5]:

• Location on the earth's surface

• Time of the day

• Day ofthe year

Solar Heat Gain Factor

The heat gain through a simple window is complicated due to its finite size, the

use of frame, and the variation of sun striking angle throughout a day. To simplify

the calculation of heat gain from sun radiation, maximum solar heat gain factor

(SHGF) is used [4]. SHGF is the maximum solar heat gain through single glass at

a given month, orientation and latitude. SHGF is also defined as the hourly solar

heat gains that occur in a unit area of double-strength sheet glass (DSA) for a

given orientation and time.

Unit is Btu/hr-ft2

Shading Coefficients

Shading coefficient SC is introduced to take into account various fenestration

arrangement. It discounts the solar heat gain [4].

Solar heat gain offenestration

Solar heat gain ofDSA glass

The shading coefficient is determined from the above ratio, obtained

experimentally using solar calorimeter. The use of blinds, shades, curtain or

drapes on the inside part of a window decrease the solar heat gain. SC values for

these are available in tables.

23



5.2 Thermoelectric module

Referring to the project, to a typical car cabin, where the temperature will most

likely increase during hot days at noon. Once the temperature increases, the

temperature sensorwill detectand measure the temperature. As it goes above the

set point, for example, 35°C, the temperature sensor will trigger the

thermoelectric module to activate. When a voltage DC current was applied to a

thermoelectric module, heat can be moved through the thermoelectric coupler

from one side to the other. One side was therefore cooled [cold-side] while the

opposite side is simultaneously heated [hot-side]. The temperature differences can

be upwards 50°C in real world application. Thermoelectric coupler help enhance

cooling ability by creating a temperature differential that can be more easily

moved out of the system. Thus, the activation of the thermoelectric will absorb

heat and released it out of the car cabin to the atmosphere. As the temperature

drops to within its specified limits, the thermoelectric module will reduce work, or

the thermoelectric module could be turned off. Having the module on all the time

increases power usage from the system. Water-cooling systems can only cool an

object to ambient temperatures, but they still have excess cooling capacity

(provided they have sufficient flow-rate and a capable radiator). Thermoelectric

coupler allows more of the cooling capacity to be utilized and therefore achieve

lesser-than-ambient temperatures. Originally, for the temperature sensing circuit,

thermocouple sensors were initially used. Nevertheless, from further research, it is

concluded that thermocouple may have some complexity in the design, due to the

need to compensate some inaccuracy aspect. A temperature sensing circuit consist

of a thermistor can be used as a sensor.
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Thermoelectric Benefits

The choice of a cooling technology will depend heavily on the unique

requirements of anygiven application; however, thermoelectric (TE) coolers offer

several distinct advantages over other technologies. TE coolers have no moving

parts and, therefore, need substantially less maintenance. Besides that, TE coolers

contain no chlorofluorocarbons or other materials that may require periodic

replenishment. The cooling effect takes place in environments that are too severe,

too sensitive, or too small for conventional refrigeration. Another interesting fact

is that life testing has shown the capability ofTE devices to exceed 100,000 hours

of steady state operation. So temperature control to within fractions of a degree

can be maintained using TE devices and the appropriate support circuitry.

Furthermore, the direction of heat pumping in a TE system is frilly reversible.

Changing the polarity of the DC power supply causes heat to be pumped in the

opposite direction - a cooler can then become a heater.
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5.3 Controller Circuit

The circuitwas designed usingEWB software. The design consists of threeparts,

the comparator, the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and also the logic gates.

Seven comparators were used in the design. Two voltage input were used for

comparison of voltage. One input will be supplied with a constant voltage, while

another input was connected with a thermistor. The thermistor was used for

thermal detection. Different voltages will trigger different combination of

comparators. As for example, when the voltage reference was 8V, while another

voltage input was IV, the first comparator will produce an output of 5V. In the

simulation, several voltmeters have been placed to examine the amount of output

voltage driven through the ADC chip. The input part was a success. The voltage

reference was varied using different steps of voltage, to produce the right output

shown by the probe. The voltage input will be connected with the thermistor.

When there is a change in temperature, the resistance of the thermistor will rise

and it will cause the voltage to vary according to the measured temperature.

The next stage was the output of these comparators connected to the ADC, to

change it from analog signal to digital signal. The ADC changes 8-bit signal to a

3-bit binary signal. The ADC will produce 3 output signals, where these signals

will be manipulated using get logics to create a simple controller. The controller

part will be in charge of turning the Peltier modules ON and OFF. The controller

circuit will be connected to a relay to turn on the Peltier. The reason to use a relay

was because ofcurrent drainage caused by the Peltier.
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5.4 Problems and Recommendations

During the construction and testing of the circuit, the author encountered several

problems. The earliest problem came out from the simulation. It involves the

output from the ADC chip. The output doesn't match the requirement of the

designer. It happened due to lack of information about the ADC chip itself. There

was no information about the connection for EO (enable output), EI (enable input)

and GS (gate source) node. To counter the problem, the author had to search and

retrieve more detailed datasheets for ADC and also for other components to

troubleshoot the design simulation. Furthermore, the information will also be used

for the model construction itself.

The next problem encountered was mainly on the logic inputs. The controller

design had to be altered because of several mistakes. The comparators where

arranged backwards to fix the design back into its original design requirements.

The next problem occurred also on the comparator. The result of the test data

below shows that the binary digit 000, 001, and 010 gave and output voltage of

zero. By referring to the simulation results (Table 2), 001 and 010 should give

voltage reading, not zero.

Binary

Temperature {degree

C) Voltage (V) Condition

000 - 00 OFF

001 25.4 0.0 OFF

010 34.7 0.0 OFF

011 50.2 3.7 ON

100 - 4.3 ON

101 - 5.2 ON

110 - 6.2 ON

111 - 7.2 ON

Table 4: Experiment done onthe controller circuit including voltage and

temperature measurement (doesn'tcomply withdesign)
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The solution for the previous problem was by connectinganother resistor in series at

the comparator input. If the new attached resistor value was bigger than the 330 O,

the voltage level for binary 000 will be more than 3.0 Volts; however, if the new

attached resistor was lower than the 330-ohm resistors, the voltage level for binary

000 will be less than 3.0 Volts. This condition occurred because the first comparator

was connected through input 1 of the ADC, not for input 0. Thus, it needs another

comparator connected to the input of the ADC, where in this situation; the author

only used a 1000Q resistorto act as the comparator to solve the problem.

Binary

Temperature (degree

C) Voltage (V) Condition

000 - 0.0 OFF

001 25.0 2.7 OFF

010 34.1 3.3 ON

011 50.9 4.0 ON

100 - 4.5 ON

101 - 5.1 ON

110 - 5.7 ON

111 - 6.4 ON

Table 5: Experiment done on the controllercircuit includingvoltage and

temperature measurement (complywithdesign)

After completing the controller part, several recommendations was made for further

improvements. This project prototype will be using two source of power, battery A

and battery B. Another controller can be used to control the supply for the Peltier.

When both battery is fiilly charged, either one will supply to the Peltier module. If

one of the batteries was empty, the other battery will take over to supply power to the

Peltier modules. As example, when battery A was empty and battery B was fiilly

charged, the controller will chose batter B to supply power to the Peltier and vice

versa. The situation continues to create a close loop interaction. Other parts of
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improvement also involves in implementing other kinds of cooling, not only natural

cooling, but also fast cooling. Fast cooling involves heat sink design and shading

effects. For heat sink design, it is must to properly design system layout and enclosure

for adequate air flow so that heat sinks can operate properly to dissipate heat to the

ambient.

Shading effect deals with reducing the amount of heat radiation from the sun. By

controlling the amount of heat, it helps to maximize air circulation inside the car

cabin. This area of study also considers about the type of material used inside the car

cabin. The main idea was to use materials that don't absorb much heat accumulated

inside the vehicle. As for example, car owners would be recommended to use leather

covered seats rather than using polymer. From several experiments conducted for this

project, cars using leather covered seats tend have lower temperature than cars using

polymer type of seats. From research, leather reflects most of heat radiation, but it

gets very hot on the surface. However, for polymer type, the surface doesn't get too

hot like leather, but it absorbs heat and releases the heat back, making the temperature

inside the car to reach more than 55°C.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

As for conclusion, the design of vehicle compartments environmental control system

using solar powered thermoelectric can help to improve people's living nowadays. As

the technology is now advancing to nanotechnology, this project benefits the author

in terms of knowledge and technical applications. This project would also be a step

towards emerging UTP as an advance level education centre, especially in

thermoelectric and nanotechnology area.

Overall, based upon studies, experiments and model development conducted, this

project successfully shows that thermoelectric technology provides various cooling

approach, but limited for small scale application. It was not favorable for large scale

due to high current drainage and high power consumption with limited solar power,

where power usage is considered expensive. Nevertheless, the information and

research done for this project can be a step towards the advance design of local

vehicle that improves on comfort and lifestyle of people living in hot region.

Furthermore, this project definitely will create business opportunities in the future.
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APPENDIX B

1. TABLE OF PEAK SOLAR HEAT GAIN THROUGH

ORDINARY GLASS

2. TABLE OF SHADING COEFFICIENTS FOR GLASS
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Table 5: Peak SolarHeat Gain through Ordinaiy Glass

TABLE 6.7 SHADING COEFFICIENTS FOR GLASS WITHOUTOR WITH INTERIORSHAOiNG DEVICES

Wtth Interiw Shading

Nominal'

Thickness, in Wittiout

Venetian Btlrtds Roller Shados

Opaque TninsKicent

Type of Glazing (Eachtfght) Shading Medium Light Dark Light Light

Sirsgle Etas*
Clear V* ftW 0,74 U.67 0 81 0.3*) 0.44

Hem ahftbfring V* 0,69 0,57 "0.53 H.-15 0,30 0,36

f>*>tihlc glass
Clear Va 0.81 0.62 11,58 0.71 0.35 0.40

Hr;if absorbing V* n.55 iW) 0.36 0.4(» 0.22 0.30

Nuiv: Vertciitio hlinds an? .iviuaKd *ct a!fl 45':' pwuion. Adapted v''ith p*."nii«irtn fmm (he 199jASHRAE Hn^Shmk- PumiomrnUily

Table 6: Shading Coefficientsfor Glass
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3ta Pack F Issued July 1998 298-4578

Data Sheet
Solar panels

RS stock numbers 194-082,194-098,194-105,194-111,194-127,194-133,194-149,
194-161,194-199,194-183,768-071,768-087

range of commercial grade thin film amorphous silicon and
iustrial grade polycrystalline photovoltaic modules. These
inels are suitable for charging both nickel cadmium and
yfit batteries.

rinciple of operation

ilar panels work on the principle of the photovoltaic effect,
le photovoltaic effect is the conversion of sunlight into
sctricity. This occurs when the PV cell is struck by photons
rnlight), 'freeing' silicon electrons to travel from the PV
U, through electronic circuitry, to a load (Figure 1). Then
By return to the PV cell, where the silicon recaptures the
Bctron and the process is repeated.

Figure 1 Principle of operation

Light
(photons

Negative layer

External circuit

Positive layer

morphous silicon

larex thin film amorphous silicon modules are
inufactured using automated processes similar to those
3d for semiconductor manufacturing. These processes
;ult in a monolithic module precision-layered with
iductive and semiconductive films. These films are laser-

ibed, using a patented method, into individual solar cells.
2laser's ability to scribe cleanly and precisely produces a
>erior product in several respects:
Cell divisions are very narrow, allowing more module
surface to be devoted to power production. Thus, a
module of given size generates more power.

Voltage characteristics and overall performance at low
light levels are improved.

3 series and parallel connections between cells (which
ermine the modules voltage and current output) are
npleted internal to the module (Figure 2), resulting in an
a-reliable module without solder joints.

Figure 2 Module internal structure

Light source

Glass supastrate

Polycrystalline silicon

Polycrystalline silicon cells are manufactured using 99.999%
pure silicon feedstock nuggets available to the
semiconductor chip manufacturers. The nuggets are melted
down in a vacuum furnace with a little boron and allowed to

cool very slowly so that a pure crystal lattice of P-type
material is formed. The resulting block is quartered and then
sliced into 0.2mm wafers using either a hole saw or a wire
saw (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Cell production process

Fused Crusherwltti Ball mill Mixer slip Slipcastings Ceramic
silica vibratory/screen (withwater) vessels

99.99% separation

0
'UCP' Sizing Slicing Siliconwafer

(silicon ingot) (silicon brick) (silicon waters) (114mm sq « 0.3mm)
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atented process the N-type material is formed as a
in layer on one face of each wafer by spraying with a
lorous compound gas and baking. This is followed by
liuon of an anti-reflective filter coating to the upper
sand conductive layers to both faces. The layer on the
ce is optimised in the form of a grid in order to allow
ximum amount of light to pass through to the N-type
il whilst distributing the maximum number of
ns (Figure 4).

Lre 4 Polycrystalline cell structure

Sunlight (photons)

[xtemal circuit

etricity (Electrons)

o
Top electrical
contact - redundant

fingers or conductive
film

Photosensitive
semiconductor

material layers

Base contact -

— conductive layer

re then tested and matched together with cells of
performance for building up into series and parallel
is to give the PV module the desired electrical
eristics.

truction

lous silicon solar plate (RS stock no. 194-098)

norphous solar plate is a monolithic construction
mg of several layers of conducting and semi-
ting materials deposited onto a solar grade glass
rate. Each plate comes unframed with integral flying

[edium power amorphous modules
)ck nos. 194-105 and 194-111)

imorphous silicon solar modules consist of several
of conducting and semi-conducting materials

ad onto a solar grade glass superstrate. Each module
complete with a low profile impact reinforced

rM frame which protects the back and edges of the
id 1.2m of 2 core 18awg flying leads.

matures of the panels:

laser patterning: A patented process using a
Duter-controlled laser interconnects all solar cells,

maximises module active area and cell current while

nising the area of the interconnects.

r isolation: The plate is encircled by a laser scribe to
)lish reliable isolation. In the final unit, each part is
lunded by a thin, inactive border that acts as a barrier
ge corrosion.

!C appearance: A patented optical coupling
lology, combined with a tightly controlled
ifacturing process, creates uniform black
arance.

ixide glass coating: This patented process offers
ptionally uniform conductivity and light absorption.

Polycrystalline panels

low power modules
(RS stock nos. 194-127 and 194-133)

These modules consists of high efficiency polycrystalline
silicon wafers bonded to an alurninium substrate which is

laminated between an ethylene vinyl acetate front sheet and
a tough EVA TedlarTM backsheet. Each module comes
complete with a black plastic frame, an integral stand and
0.8m flying leads.

Medium/High power modules
(RS stock nos. 194-149, 194-161, 194-183, 194-199,
768-071 and 768-087).

These modules have the same basic construction as the low

power modules.

Features of these panels include:

Solarex Mega™ Cell

• Advanced polycrystalline technology

• 11.4cm x 11.4cm cell generates superior current.

Reliable outside bussing

• Extends module life

• Resists electrical breakdown

• A unique, patented titanium dioxide AR
(anti-reflective) coating for optimum light absorption
and power output

• Temperature range -40°C to +90°C or -40°C to
+85°C at 85% relative humidity.

Framed versions

Tempered low-iron glass

• High transmissivity

• Hail and wind resistant to JPL block V standards

• Will withstand hailstone of 25.4mm diameter at a

terminal velocity 52mph.

Heavy-duty frame

• Corrosion resistant aluminium alloy

• Architectural grade bronze anodised finish

• Withstands 129mph (208km/h).

Weatherproof junction box (20W, 32W and 53W
versions only)

• NEMA 4X rated. UL rated terminal block

• Industry standard openings and fittings.

Generous frame clearance

• Prevents electrical breakdown

• Improves module reliability.

Unframed version

Low profile and lightweight

• The unframed types have a low profile of
approximately 9mm and are lightweight, the 18W
version weighs only 1.49kg.



mple photovoltaic system
photovoltaic (PV) system may have a rninimum of two
mponents, the module and the load to be powered. An
ample of such a system would be a simple ventilation fan
tven directly by a module during hot and sunny weather,
r twenty-four hour a day operation a battery and blocking
3de are required, whilst for UK'all year round operation' a
ltage regulator is also recommended in order to protect
5battery from the effects of overcharge, typically during
; summer.

Figure 5 A simple photovoltaic system

1-299

PV

array

., RS stock no. 261 -299
-f—-tj— -••

Solar shunt

regulator
RS stock no

194-082

Blocking
diode

Load

I
Battery

te: The solar regulator includes a blocking diode and
therefore a blocking diode should only be incorporated in
a system when the solar regulator is not being used.

jectral sensitivity of silicon cells
rure 6 shows the relative response of crystalline silicon
is to the ultra-violet, visible and infra-red spectrum,
sponse is fairly even to most of the visible wavelengths
i the near infra-red. Amorphous (thin-film) silicon favours
! blue end of the spectrum.

Figure 6 Spectral response of silicon
photovoltaic cell

100
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1100

; crystalline cells are made from boron doped silicon
:ers and are 12% efficient. The amorphous range of
dules is manufactured using automated 'thin film'
cesses where precision layers of conductive and semi-
iductive materials are sprayed onto glass and laser
ibed to produce individual cells with an efficiency of 7%.
modules are optimised for daylight operation where
rent is proportional to light intensity and voltage rises
y quickly at low light intensities. Both the amorphous and
ycrystalline panels will operate in most UK daytime
ither conditions.

298-4578

Electrical specifications
Standard test conditions (STC) - the power of a module is
given at STC which is defined as follows:
1. Alight intensity of lkW/mE (equivalent to full sun).

2. A spectral distribution of AM 1.5 (AM - Air Mass = 1/cosQ
where 6 is the angle of the sun to the vertical).

3. A cell temperature of 2S°C.

The definition of air mass is as follows:

Air mass, defined as 1/cosu (where u is the angle between
the sun and directly overhead) is a useful quantity in dealing
with atmospheric effects. Air mass indicates the relative
distance that light must travel through the atmosphere to a
given location. Because there are no effects due to air
attenuation immediately outside the earth's atmosphere, this
condition is referred to as air mass zero (AMO). Air mass one
(AM!) corresponds to the sun being directly overhead. Air
mass 1.5 (AMI.5), however, is considered more

representative of average terrestrial conditions and is
commonly used as a reference condition in rating
photovoltaic modules. Figure 7 shows the relative distance
through the earth's atmosphere that the sun's rays must pass
at two times during the day.

Figure 7 Sun's angle of incidence versus
distance through atmosphere

Directly overhead j Sun
[zenith)

Earth's surface

rLimit of atmosphere

The value of air mass at any given time and location can be
easily calculated using the relations shown on next page. The
higher the value of air mass, the greater the attenuatingeffect
of the atmosphere.
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« s

iteed performance - all modules carry a limited
ty covering performance:

line products - are guaranteed to produce at least
the specified minimum power output for a period of 5

hous products - are guaranteed to produce at least
the specified Imp (current at maximum power) at STC
3 voltage fixed at Vmp.

Electrical characteristics at STC

Small low power modules

Model

RS stock nos.

MSX-OOS

194-127

MSX-01

194-133

SA-0640

194-098

Specified load voltage (Vld) 3.3V 7.5V 7.5V

Nominal battery voltage 2.4V 6V 6V

Typical current at Vld (lid) 150mA 150mA 45mA

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 4.6V 10.3V 12.0V

Short circuit current (ISC) 160mA 160mA 54mA

Temperature coefficient of
voltage per °C -16mV -37mV ~30mV

Temperature coefficient of
current per °C 0.15mA 0.15mA 0.05mA

Medium to high power modules

The medium to high power modules (table below) are
labelled detailing the individual characteristics of their actual
performances at STC. The power output of NOCT - Normal
Operating Cell Temperature - at an ambient temperature of
20°C is also printed on the label.

Notes: 1. The 20W, 32W and 53W versions are suitable for both 6
and 12V operation and are user configurable, see
installation details.

2. The MSX light series are the unframed versions.

1

>ck nos.

SA-1

194-105

SA-S

194-111

MSX-5

194-149

MSX-10

194-161

MSX

18 light
194-199

MSX-20

194-183

VLX-32

768-071

VLX-53

768-087

') 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.1 17.2 17.2

A) 80 290 270 580 1060 1170 1860 3080

) 24.0 23.0 21.2 21.2 21.0 20.8 213 21.3

\) 110 340 290 600 1160 1270 2010 3330

rfvoc -65 -60 -72 -72 -73 -73 -73 -73

'"so 100 300 275 500 1200 1200 1500 2500

-W
3.1 7.3 14.1 18.5 29.1 4-8.2

-mA

275.5 590 1084 1194 1896 3140

Vpp - Voltage at peak power
Ipp - Current at peak power
Voc - Open circuit voltage
lsc - Short circuit current

Voc - Temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage
isc - Temperature coefficient of short circuit current

- Nominal Operating Cell Temperature - 49°C (VLX Modules)
- 45°C (MSX Modules)



r characteristics with varying light intensity

ycrystalline cells each give approximately 0.45 Volts
en illuminated dependent upon the light intensity and the
d but independent of surface area. The important
iracteristic which makes them so suitable for supplying
ctrical power is that the voltage builds up quickly to a
[able plateau at very low light levels (about 8% of peak
insiry). This means that voltages suitable for battery
irging are reached even on a dull day. Current however,
iirectly proportional to both light intensity and surface
ia.

Figure 8 I-V characteristics at reducing light
intensities

100%

50%

10%

8%

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Voltage (V)

0.5

,100%= 1kW/m2

0.6 0.7

Voc

! graph above shows that there is no significant drop in
voltage until insolation drops to 80W/m2.

:igure 9a I-V characteristics with varying
temperature

'olycrystalline panel

10 12 14 16 1(

Voltage

20 22 24

298-4578

Figure 9b I-V characteristics with varying
temperature

Amorphous silicon panel

400

5W(RS stock no. 194-111)

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 28

Vdiage

Design considerations for the mounting
and installation of the small low power
modules

Great care must be exercised during the design stage to
ensure that both the edges and rear of OEM (frameless)
modules are protected from me environment as well as
insulating them from stress mrough dynamic, static or
thermal sources.

Active area

A modules active area - the frontal area that generates
electrical power - is a critical design consideration in using
any photovoltaic product. If mis area is covered by a
mounting bezel, power may be reduced and the product
may cease to function. For optimal performance, the active
area must never be shaded.

Figure 10 Active area of modules

Front tace of module
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; area dimensions

A

(mm)
B

(mm)
C

(mm)
D

(mm)
E

(mm)
F

(mm)

ockno.

35)
305 114.3 7.49 57 9.86 95.8 71.88

ockno.

11)
)1 127 5.84 115.32 10.39 106.22 127

^ckno.

38)
40 54.86 6.35 139.7 3.176 48.52 152.4

lanical and dimensional details for
ledium/high power modules

Lorphous module (RS stock no. 194-105)

inical characteristics

t: 0.4kg

sions: Dimensions in brackets are in centimetres.

Unbracketed dimensions are in inches.

lew Front view

J. !£ -.

(0.356) dia
4 places

lorphous module (RS stock no. 194-111)

inical characteristics

.: 1.5kg

iions: Dimensions in brackets are in centimetres.

Unbracketed dimensions are in inches.

Side view
Front view

Polycrystalline light modules

Mechanical characteristics

Output cable: 3 metres long, AWG 18-2, polyethylene
jacketed.

Weight:
RS stock no. 194-199 MSX-18 tight 1.49kg

Dimensions: Dimensions in brackets are in centimetres.

Unbracketed dimensions are in inches.

0.75_
(1.9)

A 1.75,
(4.4)'

<>

Rubber grcmmet
0.20 (0.5) ID

Front view

[]

Side view

h
Polythene
output cable

Dim. A Dim.B Dim.C Dim.D Dim.E

MSX-18 light
(RSstockno. 194-199)

17.50 19.50 16,00 16.00 8.88

(44.4) (49.5) (40.6) (40.6) (22.5)



echanical characteristics

iitput cable: 15 feet long, AWG 18-2. polyethylene
±eted.

eight:
Sstockno. 194-161 MSX-10 1.5kg
istockno. 194-149 MSX-5 0.77kg

jnensions: Dimensions in brackets are centimetres.

Unbracketed dimensions are in inches.

End view

Section X-X

Dim. A Dim.B Dim.C

4SX-5 9.82 10.59 9.25

RS stock no. 194-149) (24.9) (26.9) (23.5)
4SX-10 16.54 10.59 9.25

RSstock no. 194-161) (42.0) (26.9) (23.5)

298-4578

Mechanical characteristics

Weight:
RS stock no. 194-183 MSX-20 2.95kg

Dimensions: Dimensions in brackets are centimetres.

Unbracketed dimensions are in inches.

xt. >x

1.9681(5.0)J^

•37

(1.1)

1.063

(2.7)

Section X-X

19.76

18.38

(46.7)

0.36(1.0)
dla mlg

>-*••
T 2.13

(5.4)

Side view

Dim. A Dim.B Dim.C

MSX-20

(RS stock no. 194-183)

16.5 0.75 8.29

(42.1) (1.9) (21.1)

Mechanical characteristics

Weight

RSstockno. 768-071 VLX-32 3.5kg

RS stock no. 768-087 VLX-53 5.5kg

Dimensions: Dimensions in brackets are centimetres.

Unbracketed dimensions are in inches.

JEOI

Tttfel

Seaioi X-X

Tl.97
(5.0)

Dim. A Dim.B Dim.C

V1X-32

CRS stock r.c 768-071)
23.28
(59.1)

19.72
(50.0)

18.38

(46.7)

V1X-53

(RSstockno. 758-087)
36.88
(93.7)

19.72
(50.0)

18.38
(46.7)
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llation and mounting

tation

installing photovoltaic modules, be aware that they
te maximum power when facing the sun dirediy. The
osition which approximates this ideal over the course
year, thus maximising annual energy production, is
due south (in the northern hemisphere) or due north
southern hemisphere) at the angle listed in the table

These orientations are true, not magnetic north
and south.

gle

)le below shows the fixed angle above horizontal at
modules should be installed in order to maximise

energy output. At some installations, it may be cost-
te to adjust the tilt seasonally. At most latitudes,
nance can be improved during the summer by using
e flatter than the chart's recommendation; conversely,
er angle can improve winter performance.

lies are not cleaned regularly, it is recommended that
e not mounted at an angle flatter than 15°. Flatter
cannot take full advantage of the cleansing action of

ititudeofsite Tilt angle

0-4° 10°

5-20° Add 5° to local latitude

21-45° Add 10° to local latitude

45-65° Add 15° to local latitude

65-75° 80°

l<3

modules so they are as free as possible from shading
all seasons, particularly during the middle (the most
-productive) part of the day.

ing

rorphous modules and the polycrystalline light
3s can be mounted via the integral holes. It is
nt that the mounting hardware is not over tightened
he module is bent during installation.

s can also be mounted on a flat wooden surface, such
n thick plywood. Such an installation, however,
,s natural airflow from cooling the back of the module,
t which enhances module performance slightly. Ifthis
sment is desired, the installation should allow airflow
he module back.

and 10W polycrystalline panels have a multi-mount
[his consists of dual channels oriented parallel to the
nd back of the module. The channels accept the
if 5/16in or 8mm hex bolts, and allow the module to

- or side-mounted. The channels prevent the bolt
-om turning.

W, 32W and 53W polycrystalline panels have a
d mount frame. This frame can be mounted via the

m holes in the dual channels. To mount the module

e use the two centre holes.

MSX-20, VLX 32 and 53 modules - wiring
for 6V or 12V operation
The two strings of 18 cells which make up the modules may
either be connected in series or parallel for 12V or 6V
operation as shown in Figure 11. Positive conductors have
red insulation whilst the negative ones are grey. The module
is shipped in 12V configuration. All other finished modules
are configured as 12V and cannot be altered.

Figure 11 Wiring schematics

=*
6VceII

string
(-) _S

12V nom. 4
output -

(+) -^

©

(.-*r.) SVcell
\^ __/ string

(-) •
6V nom.
output

{+) -

12V wiring
simplified module schematic

IS i
®

©6Vcell

string

( -*- ) 6Vcell
\_ y string

6V wiring
simplified module schematic

Grey

6 5 4 3 2 1 p—

Terminal strip numbering



aily average insolation levels in the
tiled Kingdom
e following tables of mean daily ESH (equivalent sunshine
urs) may be used to calculate the size of module required:

(OT)

Equivalent sunshine hours -
kWhrs/mVday

ocation Summei

mean for une

Winter-

mean for Dec

H Vs Sot H Vs Sot

lymouth 65° 5.56 2.85 4.20 0.69 1.35 1.40

lanchester 68° 5.17 2.80 3.86 0.46 0.88 0.91

Glasgow 71° 4.94 2.76 3.62 0.33 0.64 0.65

298-4578

Legend: OT - Optimum tilt angle (degrees from

horizontal)

H - Horizontal

Vs - Vertical south facing
Sot - South facing at optimum tilt

(Data taken from Climate in (he UK- ISBN 0 11 412301 2)

Notes:

1. For areas of higher or lower latitude in the UK
appropriate insolation levels may be extrapolated
from the figures shown.

2. The data above should be used with care as these

figures were gained from 'ideal' sites, please consider
all the potential performance derating factors listed
below.

3. If sizing a system outside the UKthen an approximate
guide to mean daily wintertime (worst case) insolation
levels is given in the following maps:

gure 12 Worldwide insolation availability maps

These maps indicate worst case (wintertime) solar radiation based on a Solar Array tilted towards the sun at
an angle equal to the latitude of the location +15°.

Eastern hemisphere - insolation map (winter)

40°

30°

Eastern hemisphere - insolation map (winter)
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stern hemisphere - insolation map (winter)

\? 1.5--—"/ ^r^o 1/j/VChz

5-0 AVl\ /^_^"

item hemisphere - insolation map (winter)

4^V

j-<T<«

'— / "S<4-5
5.S\-^ fVJ. C^_yy--J.D

3.5

^YfyLr\ •*" a-^

3.0—-^i
23 J-

n^S— 3.0

(.5 S \
1.0- -i

,a^ 1.0

Lie performance derating factors
propriate to consider the many factors which can
the performance of a solar module prior to

ting any sizing calculations:

iperature - as a guide the typical cell operating
perature will be 20°C to 25°C higher than ambient.

mliness - the modules active area should be cleaned

•eriodically to maintain performance,

luction tolerances - these are catered for with an

ropriate safety factor in the sizing calculation.

sction/Refraction - if the module is mounted behind

s or some other clear medium then reflection and

iction will typically account for losses of 20%.

iowing - during sunny conditions the possibility of
lows falling across the module should be reduced to

inimum as the performance of all cells will be
iced to that with the lowest output.

mth and tilt angle - as an example it will be seen
r the UK insolation table above that horizontal

inting gives excellent summer performance but
mal in winter - for best all year round performance
nodule should be fixed at an angle of latitude +15,
g true south.

;tral distribution of light - the performance of Solarex
ules is optimised for daylight. Performance under
cial light sources must be found by measurement.

Daily system load

In order to ensure reliable system operation all year round it
is imperative that the worst case daily load in winter is
known. It is also very important to ensure that adequate
account is taken of quiescent loads, switching losses and if a
voltage regulator is employed its own consumption
characteristics.

Battery sizing

The battery stores energy from the module enabling the
system load to operate day or night. Due to the vagaries of
the weather we must allow for long periods of below
average insolation in order to ensure reliable operation. In
effect this means that the battery size is calculated to allow
for a certain number of days without energy input, the
system 'autonomy'. At UK latitudes this should not be less
than 20 days.

We must also consider several important points;
a) that should this situation occur it is not advisable to allow

the battery to discharge to 0% capacity

b) capacity reduces with temperature

c) the effects of self discharge and charging efficiency may
be significant

d) battery capacity is a function of discharge rate.

.Typically, therefore, do not discharge the battery below its
30% charge state and allow for a 10% capacity reduction in
winter. Thus a system supplying a load consuming
0.75Ah/day would require a battery capacity of:

0.75 X 20 X 1.3 X 1.1 =21.45Ah

Battery choice - The RS Dryfit range of sealed lead acid
batteries is ideal for solar systems having high charge
efficiency, low self-discharge and good recovery from high
discharge.

Module sizing
Having determined the load requirements and local
insolation the last step is to calculate the size of module
required.

L xSF
SA =

ESH

SA = System Amps (to be provided by module)
L = Load

SF = Safety factor (use 1.2)
ESH - Equivalent sunshine hours

(kWhrs/mVday)
Example; Thus for a system consuming 0.75Ah/day all year
round in the Manchester area with a module facing true
south, tilted at latitude +15 (= 68) and unshadowed:

SA= (0.75 X 1.2V0.91 = 0.99 Amps

From the table of module performance characteristics we
will see thattheMSX-18 module has anIppof1.06 amps. This
isthe correct choice as the smaller MSX-10 only has an Ipp
of 0.58 Amps.

Note: A regulator would be required in this system thus the
daily load is inclusive of its power requirements.



jgulation
he UKwith its high ratio of summer to winter insolation it is
lost always essential for a solar system to be fitted with a
Itage regulator to protect the battery against the effects of
ercharge during the long summer days. A regulator would
t be required if during the period of operation of the
3tem the daily load was matched to the mean module
tput. Regulators incorporate blocking diodes that prevent
ttery discharge through the module at night, so in an
regulated system a blocking diode would be required. A
table blocking diode would be a 1N5401 (RS stock no.
1-299) 3A, 100V.

unt regulator (RS stock no. 194-082)

3 performance specifications of the shunt regulator are as
ows:

minal voltage 12.0V
Lximum input current 6.0A

out set point voltage 13.8V

iescent current < 1.0mA

eking diode voltage drop 0.4V
mp. coeff. of output voltage 45mV/deg C

3 three output leads are colour coded as follows:
D SOLAR MODULE +ve

\CK COMMON -ve
LLOW BATTERY +ve

:h 1.0mm3lead is 220mm in length and terminated with an
•spade terminal.

julator status is indicated by a single, green LEDwhich is
minated when the set point voltage of 13.8V is reached
i shunting of the module output commences. When
tery voltage drops to 12.8V the LED is extinguished and
module output is redirected, to the battery.

5.0

r^

•

io.ot

37.0

*

&

rs Stock No.
194-082

Solar Shunt
Regulator

m g a —
T v •+• •

40

D a. 4.5 \> p- &

nnn
220.0

40 0

Green LED

20.0

65.0 J! 1.5

298-4578

The matrix below provides general guidelines for choosing
either a blocking diode or a regulator.

Location (OT)

Equivalent sunshine hours -
kWhrs/mVday

Summer -

mean for June
Winter -

mean for Dec

H Vs Sot H Vs Sot

Plymouth 65° 5.56 2.85 4.20 0.69 1.35 1.40

Manchester 68° 5.17 2.80 3.86 0.46 0.88 0.91

Glasgow 71° 4.94 2.76 3.62 0.33 0.64 0.65

Glossary of solar terms
Air mass - A measure of distance that light travels through
the earth's atmosphere.

Ampere-hour - A measure of electrical charge.

Array - A collection of photovoltaic modules, electrically
wired together and mechanically installed in their working
environment.

Block V - Module qualification tests designed and conducted
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Modules undergo electrical
performance measurements and mechanical tests, such as
thermal cycling, humidity-freezing, cyclic pressure loading,
hail-impact and twisted mounting surface requirements.

Blocking diode - A device for preventing a reverse flow of
current through photovoltaic modules (also called a series
diode or an isolation diode).

Bypass diode - A device placed in parallel with a
photovoltaic module or group ofmodules allowing a route for
the current under conditions of shading and cell failure (also
called a shunt diode).

Cell efficiency - The ratio of the electrical energy produced
by a photovoltaic cell (under full sun conditions) to the
energy from sunlight falling upon the cell.

Design tilt - The tilt of the array at which design and sizing
calculations are made. Often the design tilt is optimised for
energy output under prescribed conditions.

Diffuse radiation - Sunlight received indirectly as a result of
scattering due to clouds, fog, haze, dust or other substances
in the atmosphere.

Direct radiation - Light that has travelled in a straight path
from the sun (also referred to as beam radiation). Anobject
in the path of direct radiation casts as a shadow on a clear
day.

Fill factor - The ratio of maximum power to the product of
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current. Fill factor is
the 'squareness' of the I-V curve shape.

Flat-plate array - A photovoltaic array in which the incident
solar radiation strikes a Sat surface and no concentration of
sunlight is involved.

Grid-connected - An energy producing system connected
to the utility grid (also called utility-interactive).

Grounding - Connection to a large conductingbody (such
as the earth), which is used as a common return for an
electrical circuit and as an arbitrary zero potential.

Holes - Vacancies, where electrons should normally be in a
perfect crystalline structure.

11
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system - A power system consisting of two or more
generating subsystems (e.g. the combination of a
rbine and a photovoltaic system).

on - The amount of sunlight reaching an area. Usually
ied in watts per square metre per day.

n box - A protective enclosure into which wires or
are led and connected.

Electrical power being consumed at any given
t. The load that an electric generating system
3 varies greatly with time of day and to some extent
of year. Also, in an electrical circuit, the load is any
or appliance that is using power.

am power current (Imp) - The corresponding
for the maximum power point on an I-V curve.

im power point (Pmax) - The desired operating
1 an 1-V curve where the product of the current and
(power) is maximised.

im power voltage (Vmp) - The corresponding
for the maximum power point on an I-V curve.

: - A number of photovoltaic cells electrically wired
r, usually in a sealed unit of convenient size for
j and assembling into panels and arrays.

d operating cell temperature (NOCT) - The
jltaic cell junction temperature corresponding to
1 operating conditions in a standard reference
.ment of IkW/m2 irradiance, 20°C ambient air

ature, Im/s wind, and electrically open circuit.

ircuit voltage (Voc) - The voltage output of a
iltaic device when no current is flowing through a

A number of modules wired together, which in turn,
jvired to other panels to form an array.

connected - A method of connection in which

terminals are connected together and negative
s are connected together. Current output adds and
ige remains the same.

.n hours - The equivalent number of hours at peak

.ditions (i.e. lkW/m2) that produces the same total
n as actual sun conditions.

iltaic cell - The basic device that converts light into

dc electricity; the building block of photovoltaic modules.

p-n junction - The junction formed at the interface between
two differently doped layers of semiconductor material, one
layer being doped with a positive-type dopant, the other with
a negative-type dopant. An electric field is established at the
p-n junction which gives direction to the flow of tight-
stimulated electrons.

Series connected - A method of connection in which the

positive termmal of one device is connected to the negative
terminal of another, the voltages add and the current is
limited to the least of any device in the string.

Short-circuit current (Isc) - The current flowing freely from
a photovoltaic cell through an external circuit that has no load
or resistance; the maximum current possible under normal
operating conditions.

Solar constant - The rate at which energy is received from
the sun just outside the earth's atmosphere on a surface
perpendicular to the sun's rays. Approximately equal to
1.36kW/m2.

Standard test conditions (STC) - Test conditions in a
standard reference environment of lkW/ma, 25°C cell
temperature, and 1.5 air mass spectrum.

Thick cells - Conventional cells, such as crystalline silicon
cells, which are typically from 4 to 17mm thick. In contrast,
thin-film cells are several microns thick.

Thin-film cells - Photovoltaic cells made from a number of

layers of photo-sensitive materials. These layers are typically
applied using a chemical vapour deposition process in the
presence of an electric field.

Voltage regulator - A device that controls the operating
voltage of a photovoltaic array.

Watt - A measure of electrical power or amount of work
done in a unit of time. One Amp of current flowing at a
potential of one Voltproduces one Watt of power.

lents shall not be liable for anyliability orloss ofanynature (howsoever causedandwhether ornot duetoRS Components' negligence)
result from the use of any information provided in RS technical literature

ponents, PO Box 99, Corby, Northants, NN17 9RS
learncomponents Company

Telephone: 01536 201234
© RS Components 1998
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For a complete data sheet, please also download:

• The IC06 74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Family Specifications

• The IC06 74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Package Information

• The IC06 74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Package Outlines

74HC/HCT08

Quad 2-input AND gate
roduct specification
ile under Integrated Circuits, IC06

it lips
;miconductors

December 1990

PHILIPS



lips Semiconductors Product specification

3uad 2-input AND gate 74HC/HCT08

MURES

lutput capability: standard

;c category: SSI

sJERAL DESCRIPTION

74HC/HCT08 are high-speed Si-gate CMOS devices and are pin compatible with low power Schottky TTL (LSTTL).
y are specified in compliance with JEDEC standard no. 7A. The 74HC/HCT08 provide the 2-input AND function.

ICK REFERENCE DATA

D ~ 0 V; Tamb = 25 °C; tr = tf = 6 ns

YMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS
TYPICAL

UNIT
HC HCT

U tpLH propagation delay nA, nB to nY CL=15pF;Vcc = 5V 7 11 ns

input capacitance 3.5 3.5 pF

D power dissipation capacitance per gate notes 1 and 2 10 20 pF

es

CPD is used to determine the dynamic power dissipation (PD in u.W):

PD = CPD x Vcc2 x fj +1 (CL x Vcc2 x f0) where:

fj = input frequency in MHz

f0 = output frequency in MHz

CL = output load capacitance in pF

VCc - supply voltage in V

Y, (C|_ x Vcc2 x fo) = sum °f outputs

For HC the condition is V, = GND to VCc
For HCT the condition is V| = GND to Vcc -1 -5 V

BERING INFORMATION

"74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Package Information".

ember 1990



ips Semiconductors Product specification

3uad 2-input AND gate 74HC/HCT08

DESCRIPTION

i NO. SYMBOL NAME AND FUNCTION

\, 9, 12 1Ato4A data inputs

5,10,13 1Bto4B data inputs

3,8,11 1Yto4Y data outputs

GND ground (0 V)

Vcc positive supply voltage

tftjT u 3±| vcc
tBJT 2*]4B
iv(T ijj^*

2A| * 08 77] 4y

28 [T 10]3S

2y[T jfj3A

gn0LT JD 3Y

Fig.1 Pin configuration.

Fig.4 Functional diagram.

imber 1990

1 1A

I

4

IB

2A

\JXS 3B —

9 3A

3B 1 )
12 4A

46 1 )—

Fig.2 Logic symbol.

Y

ZIM34

Fig.5 HC logic diagram
(one gate).

A -0-]3>H>->0-Y
1 ->-J

'»1W1

Fig.6 HCT logic diag
(one gate).

ram

_l

1

k
3

t &

i a

9 a

10

Ji_
B

\%

/jrMfirf.

Fig.3 IEC logic symbol.

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS OUTPUT

nA nB nY

L L L

L H L

H L L

H H H

Note

1. H = HIGH voltage level
L = LOW voltage level



ips Semiconductors

)uad 2-input AND gate

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HC

the DC characteristics see "74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Family Specifications".

Dut capability: standard
category: SSI

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HC

} = 0 V; tr = tf = 6 ns; CL = 50 pF

Product specification

74HC/HCT08

PARAMETER

Tamb (°C)

UNIT

TEST CONDITIONS

WBOL
74HC

Vcc
(V)

WAVEFORMS+25 -40 to +85 -40 to +125

min. typ. max. min. max. min. max.

J [PLH propagation delay
nA, nB to nY

25

9

7

90

18

15

115

23

20

135

27

23

ns

2.0

4.5

6.0

Ftg.7

./tTLH output transition
time

19

7

6

75

15

13

95

19

16

110

22

19

ns

2.0

4.5

6.0

Fig.7

mber 1990



lips Semiconductors Product specification

3uad 2-input AND gate 74HC/HCT08

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HCT

the DC characteristics see "74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Family Specifications".

tput capability: standard
category: SSI

te to HCT types

)value ofaddiUonal quiescent supply current (Alec) for a unit load of 1 is given in the family specifications,
determine AlCc per input, multiplythis value by the unit load coefficient shown in the table below.

PUT UNIT LOAD COEFFICIENT

„ nB 0.6

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HCT

D = 0 V; tr = tf = 6 ns; CL = 50 pF

PARAMETER

Tamb (°C)

UNIT

TEST CONDITIONS

MBOL
74HCT

Vcc
(V)

WAVEFORMS+25 -40 to +85 -40 to +125

min. typ. max. min. max. min. max.

d tpLH propagation delay
nA, nB to nY

14 24 30 36 ns 4.5 Fig.7

d *TLH output transition
time

7 15 19 22 ns 4.5 Fig.7

WAVEFORMS

1) HC : VM = 50%; V, = GND to Vcc,
HCT: VM= 1.3 V; V( = GND to 3 V,

Fig.7 Waveforms showing the input (nA, nB) to output (nY) propagation delaysand the output transition times.

KAGE OUTLINES

"74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Package Outlines".

3mber 1990
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ilips Semiconductors Product specification

3uad 2-input OR gate 74HC/HCT32

CTURES

)utput capability: standard

x category: SSI

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The 74HC/HCT32 are high-speed Si-g.ate CMOS devices
and are pin compatible with low power Schottky TTL
(LSTTL). They are specified in compliance with JEDEC
standard no. 7A.

The 74HC/HCT32 provide the 2-input OR function.

ICK REFERENCE DATA

D = 0V; Tamb = 25 °C; t,- = tf = 6 ns

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS
TYPICAL

UNIT
HC HCT

llV tpLH propagation delay nA, nB to nY CL=15pF;VCc = 5V 6 9 ns

input capacitance 3.5 3.5 pF

D power dissipation capacitance per gate notes 1 and 2 16 28 pF

es

Cpdis used to determine the dynamic power dissipation (Pp in p.W):

PD = CPD x Vcc2 x fj +1 (CL x Vcc2 x f0) where:

fj = input frequency in MHz
f0 = output frequency in MHz
X (CL x Vcc2 x f0) = sum of outputs
CL = output load capacitance in pF
Vcc = supply voltage in V

For HC the condition is V| = GND to VCc
For HCT the condition is V| = GND to VCc-1.5V

DERING INFORMATION

"74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Package Information".

smber 1990



ips Semiconductors Product specification

2uad 2-input OR gate 74HC/HCT32

DESCRIPTION

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAME AND FUNCTION

4, 9, 12 1Ato4A data inputs

5,10, 13 1B to 4B data inputs

3, 8,11 1Yto4Y data outputs

GND ground (0 V)

Vcc positive supply voltage

IA [T u H3V«
IB [V 75] «e

iv (T Tlj 4A

»E 32 77J 4Y

28 f_T To] 3B

2Y fT 7] 3A

OHO fJT T\ 3Y

7ZIT41I.

Fig.1 Pin configuration.

amber 1990

Fig.2 Logic symbol.

I >i

2

4 61

5

9
*i

JO

12 >t

13

inosn

Fig.3 1EC logic symbol.



lips Semiconductors

3uad 2-input OR gate

Fig.4 Functional diagram.

:=OH>-

Fig.5 Logicdiagram 74HC (one gate).

;mber 1990

Product specification

74HC/HCT32

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS OUTPUT

nA nB nY

L

L

H

H

L

H

L

H

L

H

H

H

Notes

1. H = HIGH voltage level
L = LOW voltage level

Fig.6 Logicdiagram 74HCT (one gate).



ips Semiconductors

3uad 2-input OR gate

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HC

the DC characteristics see "74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS LogicFamilySpecifications".

put capability: standard
category: SSI

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HC

D= 0V;tr = tf = 6 ns; CL = 50 pF

Product specification

74HC/HCT32

PARAMETER

Tamb(°C)

UNIT

TEST CONDITIONS

MBOL
74HC

Vcc
(V)

WAVEFORMS
+25 -40 to +85 -40 to +125

min. typ. max. min. max. min. max.

d tpLH propagation delay
nA, nB to nY

22

8

6

90

18

15

115

23

20

135

27

23

ns 2.0

4.5

6.0

Fig.7

J tTLH output transition time 19

7

6

75

15

13

95

19

16

110

22

19

ns 2.0

4.5

6.0

Fig.7

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HCT

the DC characteristics see "74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS Logic Family Specifications".

nut capability: standard
category: SSI

3 to HCT types

value ofadditional quiescent supply current (AICc) for a unit load of 1 is given in the family specifications.
etermine AlCc per input, multiply this value by the unit load coefficient shown in the table below.

UT UNIT LOAD COEFFICIENT

nB 1.20

CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HCT

>= 0 V; tr= tf = 6 ns; CL = 50 pF

PARAMETER

Tamb (°C)

UNIT

TEST CONDITIONS

flBOL
74HCT

Vcc
(V)

WAVEFORMS
+25 -40 to +85 -40 to+125

min. typ. max. min. max. min. max.

/tpLH propagation delay
nA, nB to nY

11 24 30 36 ns 4.5 Fig.7

'tTLH output transition time 7 15 19 22 ns 4.5 Fig.7

imber 1990



ips Semiconductors

3uad 2-input OR gate

WAVEFORMS

1
v«<"

1) HC : VM = 50%; V|=GNDtoVcc.
HCT: VM = 1.3 V; V, = GND to 3 V.

nA.nft INPUT

- 'PHL -

*THL-

-V"

t—J -«TLH

Product specification

74HC/HCT32

Fig.7 Waveforms showing the input (nA, nB)to output (nY) propagation delays and the output transition times.

IKAGE OUTLINES

"74HC/HCT/HCU/HCMOS LogicPackage Outlines".

imber 1990
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SN54147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
SN74147, SN74148 (TIM9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148

10-UNE TO 4-LINE AND 8-LINE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SDLS053B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

'147,'LS147

• Encode 10-Line Decimal to 4-Line BCD

* Applications Include:
- Keyboard Encoding
- Range Selection

'148, 'LS148

• Encode 8 Data Lines to 3-Line Binary
(Octal)

• Applications Include:
- n-Bit Encoding
- Code Converters and Generators

SN54148, SN54LS148 ... J OR W PACKAGE
SN74148, SN74LS148 .. . D, N, OR NS PACKAGE

(TOP VIEW)

SN54147, SN54LS147 ... J OR W PACKAGE

SN74147, SN74LS147 ... D OR N PACKAGE
(TOP VIEW)

SN54LS147 .. . FK PACKAGE

(TOP VIEW)

o 80
mt 2> Z

LJL-II—II—II—I

SN54LS14S .. . FK PACKAGE

(TOP VIEW)

LILJLJL-ILJ

3 2 1 20 19

(J
O
0 o

> UJ

6 ]4
7 ]5

NC ]6
8 ]7
C ]8

3 2 1 20 19
18[ D
17[ 3
ie[ nc
15[ 2
14[ 1

6 ]4
7 ]5

NC ]6
El ]7

A2 ]8

18[ GS
17[ 3
16[ NC
15[
14[

9 10 11 12 13
r-ir-u—11—11—1

mo o < f

o

NC - No internal connection

9 10 11 12 13
r-n-ir-u—ir-i

5 Q O o o
< z -z. <

o

TYPE

TYPICAL

DATA

DELAY

TYPICAL

POWER

DISSIPATION

'147 10 ns 225 mW

'148 10 ns 190 mW

'LS147 15 ns 60 mW

'LS148 15 ns 60 mW

TE: The SN54147, SN54LS147. SN54148, SN74147, SN74LS147, and SN74148 are obsolete and are nolonger supplied.

k Please be aware that an important notice concerning availability, standard warranty, and use in critical applications of
Texas Instalments semiconductorproducts and disclaimersthereto appears at the end of this data sheet.

HJCTION DATA information is currant n of publication date,
ids conform to specsicationspar (hafarmsofTuns hutrunmts
ant warranty. ProductionprocassingdoM not nacasnrty induda
g of afl fiaramattrs. ^r Texas

Instruments
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265

Copyright © 2004, Texas Instruments Incorporated
Onproduct* compGwrt toME.-PRF-38535, afl paramatara m lasted
uniext otharwiM noted. On afl other products, production
proctsaing doex notnecessarily include testing ofHIparameters.



147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
147. SN74148 (TIM9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148
*E TO 4-LINE AND 8-UNE TO 3-UNE PRIORITY ENCODERS
B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY2004

iption/ordering information

hese TTL encoders feature priority decoding of the inputs to ensure that only the highest-order data line is
ncoded. The '147 and 'LS147 devices encode nine data lines to four-line (8-4-2-1) BCD.The implieddecimal
era condition requires no input condition, as zero isencoded when all nine data lines are at a high logic level,
he '148 and 'LS148 devices encode eight data lines to three-line (4-2-1) binary (octal). Cascading circuitry
enable input El and enable output EO) has been provided toallow octal expansion without theneed for external
ircuitry. For all types, data inputs andoutputs areactive at thelow logic level. All inputs arebuffered to represent
ne normalized Series 54/74 or 54/74LS load, respectively.

ORDERING INFORMATION

TA PACKAGEt
ORDERABLE

PART NUMBER

TOP-SIDE

MARKING

0°C to 70°C

PDIP-N Tube SN74LS148N SN74LS148N

SOIC - D
Tube SN74LS148D

LS148
Tape and reel SN74LS148DR

SOP - NS Tape and reel SN74LS148NSR 74LS148

-55°Cto125aC

CDIP-J Tube SNJ54LS148J SNJ54LS148J

CFP-W Tube SNJ54LS148W SNJ54LS148W

LCCC - FK Tube SNJ54LS148FK SNJ54LS148FK

t Package drawings, standard packing quantities, thermal data,symbolization, and PCB design guidelines are
available at www.ti.com/sc/package.

FUNCTION TABLE - '147, 'LS147

INPUTS OUTPUTS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 D C B A

H H H H H H H H H H H H H

X X X X XXX X L L H H L

X X X X XXX L H L H H H

X X X X XXL H H H L L L

X X X X X L H H H H L L H

X X X X L H H H H H L H L

X X X L H H H H H H L H H

X X L H H H H H H H H L L

X L H H H H H H H H H L H

L H H H H H H H H H H H L

H = high logic level, L = low logic level, X = irrelevant

^V Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75265



SN54147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
SN74147, SN74148 (Tlf¥l9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148

10-UNE TO 4-LINE AND 8-LINE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SDLS053B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

FUNCTION TABLE -'148, •LS14t

INPUTS OUTPUTS

El 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A2 A1 A0 GS EO

H X X X XXX X X H H H H H

L H H H H H H H H H H H H L

L X X X XXX X L L L L L H

L X X X XXX L H L L H L H

L X X X XXL H H L H L L H

L X X X X L H H H L H H L H

L X X X L H H H H H L L L H

L X X L H H H H H H L H L H

L X L H H H H H H H H L L H

L L H H H H H H H H H H L H

H = high logic level, L = low logic level, X = irrelevant

ty Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS,TEXAS 75265



147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
147, SN74148 (TIM9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148
NE TO 4-LINE AND 8-LINE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
S - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

LS147 logic diagram (positive logic)

(11)

o

>iM>t£*j

(13)

i>

(1)

Ot'Oi

5^-at>-r[>

(3)

i>r-L>

(4)

O

(5)

i>

;0

.3D

3D

.zcy
•3D-

^>

=o

m>

(9)

(7)

(6)

(10)

i>-
J^>-^D

ibers shown are for D, J, N, and W packages.

ty Texas
Instruments
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SN54147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
SN74147, SN74148 (T3H/19907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148

10-UNE TO 4-LINE AND 8-LINE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SDLS053B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY2004

48, 'LS148 logic diagram (positive logic)

- (10)

>
(15)

EO

(11)

O q_>^ G5

(12)

(13)

<>

^O
iazh

o-

o* A0

d)

i>rl>i ,3D-

(2)

Ot>
;Oi
.zty t>^ A1

;=L>J
(3)

4>rt>
;^ZH

(4)

4> .zTh
.=ry

^>i A2

El
(5)

O tCH
in numbers shown are for D, J, N, NS, and W packages.

^ Texas
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147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
147, SN74148 (TIM9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148
JE TO 4-UNE AND 8-UNE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
3 - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

iatics of inputs and outputs

'147, '148

EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT

vcc *

< Req

TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

vCc

85 Q NOM

Input

0 input {'148): Req = 2 kfl NOM
Allother inputs: Req = 4k£l NOM

Output

'LS147,'LS148

EQUIVALENT OF ALL INPUTS TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

vcc
vcc

Input —fj4

if

120 Q NOM

Req

'LS148inputs 1-7: Req = 9 kfi NOM
All other inputs: Req » 18 kii NOM

^ Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265

Output

A77



SN54147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
SN74147, SN74148 (THVI9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148

10-UNE TO 4-LINE AND 8-UNE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SDLS053B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

bsolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature (unless otherwise noted)t

Supply voltage, Vcc (see Note 1) 7 V
Input voltage, V|: '147, '148 5.5 V

•LS147, 'LS148 7 V
Inter-emitter voltage: '148 only (see Note 2) 5.5 V
Package thermal impedance 0JA (see Note 3): D package 73°C/W

N package 67°C/W
NS package 64°C/W

Storage temperature range, Tstg -65°C to 150°C
Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may causepermanent damage tothedevice. Theseare stressratings only, and
functional operation ofthe device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not
Tnplied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.
3TES: 1. Voltage values, except inter-emitter voltage, are with respect to the network ground terminal.

2. This is the voltage between twoemitters ofa multiple-emitter transistor. For'148circuits, this rating applies between anytwoofthe
eight data lines, 0 through 7.

3. The package thermal impedance is calculated in accordance with JESD 51-7.

jcommended operating conditions (see Note 4)

SN54' SN74' SN54LS' SN74LS'
UNIT

MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX

'cc Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 4.75 5 5.25 4.5 5 5.5 4.75 5 5.25 V

DH High-level output current -800 -800 -400 -400 uA

X Low-level output current 16 16 4 8 mA

A Operating free-air temperature -55 125 0 70 -55 125 0 70 °C

DTE 4: All unused inputs ofthedevice must be held at Vqc or GWD toensure proper device operation. Refer to the Tl application report,
Implications of Stow or Floating CMOS Inputs, literature number SCBA004.

^ Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265



147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
147, SN74148 (TIM9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148
NE TO 4-LINE AND 8-UNE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SB- OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

ical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless
wise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONSt
'147 '148

UNIT
MIN TYPt MAX MIN TYP* MAX

Hkjh-level input voltage 2 2 V

Low-level input voltage 0.8 0.8 V

Input clamp voltage Vcc = MfN, l| = -12mA -1.5 -1.5 V

High-level output voltage
Vcc = MIN, V|H = 2V,
V||_= 0.8V, lOH = -800uA 2.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 V

Low-level output voltage Vcc = MIN, V|H = 2V,
V|i_= 0.8V, l0L = 16mA 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 V

Input current at maximum input
voltage Vcc = MIN, V] = 5.5V 1 1 mA

High-level input
current

0 input
Vcc = MAX, V, = 2.4 V

40

UAAny input except 0 40 80

Low-level input

current

0 input
VCC = MAX, V|=0.4V

-1.6
mAAny input except 0 -1.6 -3.2

Short-circuit outputcurrent§ Vcc = MAX -35 -85 -35 -85 mA

VCc = MAX
(See Note 5)

Condition 1 50 70 40 60
mA

Condition 2 42 62 35 55

nditions shownas MIN or MAX, use the appropriate valuespecified under recommended operating conditions.
cal values are at Vcc = 5 V,T^ = 25°C.
>re than one output should be shorted at a time.

: For'147, Ice (Condition 1)ismeasured with input 7 grounded, other inputs andoutputs open; Ice (Condition 2)ismeasured with all
inputs and outputs open. For'148, Ice (Condition 1} is measured with inputs 7and El grounded, other inputs and outputs open; Ice
(Condition 2) is measured withali inputs and outputs open.

147, SN74147 switching characteristics, Vcc = 5 V, TA = 25°C (see Figure 1)

kMETER
FROM

(INPUT)
TO

(OUTPUT) WAVEFORM
TEST

CONDITIONS
MIN TYP MAX UNIT

PLH
Any Any fn-phase output

CL= 15 pF,
Rj_ = 400 a

9 14

ns
PHL 7 11

PLH
Any Any Out-of-phase output

13 19
ns

PHL 12 19

^ Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS,TEXAS 75265



SN54147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
SN74147, SN74148 (THVI9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148

10-UNE TO 4-LINE AND 8-LINE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SDLS053B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

N54148, SN74148 switching characteristics, Vcc = 5 V, Ta = 25°C (see Figure 1)

parametert
FROM

(INPUT)
TO

(OUTPUT) WAVEFORM
TEST

CONDITIONS
MIN TYP MAX UNIT

tPLH
1-7 AO, A1,orA2 In-phase output

CL= 15 pF,
Rl_= 400 CI

10 15
ns

lPHL 9 14

tpLH
1-7 A0.A1.orA2 Out-of-phase output

13 19
ns

*PHL 12 19

tPLH
0-7 EO Out-of-phase output

6 10
ns

tPHL 14 25

'PLH
0-7 GS In-phase output

18 30
ns

lPHL 14 25

*PLH
El AO, A1, or A2 In-phase output

10 15
ns

tpHL 10 15

*PLH
El GS In-phase output

8 12

ns

fPHL 10 15

'PLH
El EO In-phase output

10 15
ns

'PHL 17 30

PLH = propagation delay time, low-to-high-level output.
PHL = propagation delay time, high-to-low-level output.

ectrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless
:herwise noted)

TEST CONDITIONSt
SN54LS' SN74LS'

UNIT
MIN TYP* MAX MIN TYP* MAX

IH High-level input voltage 2 2 V

II Low-level input voltage 0.7 0.8 V

IK Input clamp voltage VCc = MIN, l|=-18mA -1.5 -1.5 V

OH High-level output voltage VCc - MIN, V|H = 2V,
V|L = 0.8V, Ioh = -400uA

2.5 3.4 2.7 3.4 V

Low-level output voltage
VCC = MIN,
V|H = 2V,
V|L = V|LMAX

'OL = 4 mA 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4

VOL
Iql = 8 mA 0.35 0.5

Input current at
maximum input
voltage

'LS148 inputs 1-7
Vcc = MAX, Vj = 7V

0.2 0.2

mA
All other inputs 0.1 0.1

High-level input
current

'LS148 inputs 1-7
VCC = MAX, V| =2.7V

40 40

|iA
All other inputs 20 20

Low-level input
current

'LS148 inputs 1-7
Vcc = MAX, V| = 0.4 V

-0.8 -0.8

mA
- All other inputs -0.4 -0.4

)S Short-circuit output current§ Vcc = MAX -20 -100 -20 -100 mA

:c
VCC = MAX Condition 1 12 20 12 20

mA(See Note 6) Condition 2 10 17 10 17

or conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specifiedunder recommended operating conditions.
Jltypical values are at Vcc = 5 V,T^ = 25°C.
lot more than one output should be shorted at a time.

»TE 6: For'LS147, Ice (Condition 1) ismeasured with input 7 grounded, other inputs andoutputs open; lee (Conditton 2) is measured with
all inputsand outputs open. For 'LS148, Ice (Condition 1) is measured with inputs7 and El grounded,other inputsand outputs open;
'CC (Condition 2) is measured withall inputs and outputs open.

^ Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265



147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
147, SN74148 (TIM9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148
UE TO 4-LINE AND 8-UNE TO 3-UNE PRIORITY ENCODERS
B- OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

LS147, SN74LS147 switching characteristics, Vcc = 5 V, Ta = 25°C (see Figure 2)

METER
FROM

(INPUT)
TO

(OUTPUT) WAVEFORM
TEST

CONDITIONS
MIN TYP MAX UNIT

PLH
Any Any In-phase output

Cj_= 15 pF,
RL= 2kii

12 18
ns

PHL 12 18

PLH
Any Any Out-of-phase output

21 33
ns

PHL 15 23

LS148, SN74LS148SW tching characteristics, VCc = 5 V, Ta = 25°C (see Figure 2)

.METERT
FROM

(INPUT)
TO

(OUTPUT) WAVEFORM
TEST

CONDITIONS
MIN TYP MAX UNIT

PLH
1-7 AO, A1, or A2 In-phase output

CL= 15 pF,
RL = 2 kO.

14 18
ns

PHL 15 25

PLH
1-7 AO, A1, or A2 Out-of-phase output

20 36
ns

PHL 16 29

PLH
0-7 EO Out-of-phase output

7 18

ns

PHL 25 40

PLH
0-7 GS In-phase output

35 55
ns

PHL 9 21

PLH
El AO, A1, or A2 In-phase output

16 25
ns

PHL 12 25

PLH
El GS In-phase output

12 17
ns

PHL 14 36

PLH
Ei EO In-phase output

12 21
ns

PHL 23 35

propagation delay time, low-to-high-level output
propagation delay time, high-to-low-level output

yr Texas
Instruments

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265



From Output
Under Test

CL
(see Note A)

SN54147, SN54148, SN54LS147, SN54LS148
SN74147, SN74148 (T1M9907), SN74LS147, SN74LS148

10-UNE TO 4-UNE AND 8-LINE TO 3-LINE PRIORITY ENCODERS
SDLS053B - OCTOBER 1976 - REVISED MAY 2004

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION
SERIES 54/74 DEVICES

see Note B) From Output _
Under Test

cL _L
(see Note A)

vcc

Rl

Test

Point

VccO

From Output
Under Test

CL
(see Note A)

LOAD CIRCUIT

FOR 2-STATE TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS

LOAD CIRCUIT

FOR OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS

LOAD CIRCUIT

FOR 3-STATE OUTPUTS

High-Level
Pulse

Low-Level

Pulse

Input

tPLH

In-Phase

Output
see Note D)

tpHL

ut-of-Phase

Output
see Note D)

jF™ \^_
tw

1.5 V fir.
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS

PULSE DURATIONS

3V

Timing
Input

Output

Control

(low-level
enabling)

Waveform 1

(see Notes C
and D)

Waveform 2

(see Notes C
andD)

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES

0V

=1.5 V

_ v OL + 0.5V
vql

V0H - n-5 V

=1.5 V

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS

PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS

ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES, 3-STATE OUTPUTS

OTES: A. C(_ includes probe and jig capacitance.
B. Alidiodes are 1N3064 or equivalent.
C. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions suchthatthe output is low, except when disabled bythe output control.

Wavefomi 2 is for an output with intemal conditions suchthattheoutput is high, exceptwhen disabled bythe output control.
D. S1 and S2are closed fortpL(-(.lpHL'tPHZ.and '̂L2;s1 isopen, and S2is dosed fortp^n; S1 is closed, and S2is open for tpZL.
E. AH input pulses are supplied bygenerators having thefoltowing characteristics: PRR <1 MHz, Zo= 50ii;Vandtf <7 ns for Series

54^74 devices and tr and tf < 2.5 ns for Series 54S/74S devices.
F. Theoutputs are measured one at a time, with one inputtransition per measurement.

Figure 1. Load Circuits and Voltage Waveforms

f$ Texas
Instruments
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LM741 Operational Amplifier

General Description
The LM741 series are general purpose operational amplifi- outpul, no latch-up when the common mode range is ex-
ers which feature improved performance over industry stan- ceeded. aswell as freedom from oscillations,
dards like theLM709. They aredirect, plug-in replacements The LM741C/LM741E are identical to the LM741/LM741A
forthe709C LM201 MC1439 and748 inmost applications, except that the LM741C/LM741E have their performance
The amplifiers offer many features which make their appli- guaranteed over a 0"C to +70=C temperature range, lo
cation nearly foolproof: overload protecfion on the input and stead of - 55°C to +125C.

Schematic Diagram
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bsolute Maximum Ratings
Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, please contact the National Semiconductor Sates Office/
stributors for availability and specifications,
ate 5)

pply Voltage

wer Dissipation (Note 1)

ferential Input Voltage

)ut Voltage (Note 2)

itputShort Circuit Duration

jerating Temperature Range

arage Temperature Range

notion Temperature

ildering Information
N-Package (10 seconds)
J- or H-Package (10 seconds)
M-Package

Vapor Phase (60 seconds)
Infrared (15 seconds)

•e AN-450 "Surface Mounting Methods and Their Effect onProduct Reliability" for other methods ofsoldering
rface mount devices.

iD Tolerance (Note 6)

LM741A

±22V

LM741E

±22V

LM741

±22V

LM741C

±18V

500 mW 500 mW 500 mW 500 mW

+ 30V r30V + 30V -30V

±15V ±15V + 15V ±15V

Continuous Continuous Continuous Continuous

-55-Cto -M25"C 0°C to + 70°C -55°Cto +125"C 0°C to + 70°C

-65°Cto -M5CTC -65°Cto +150°C -65°C to f- 150"C -65sCto +150°

150°C 100°C 150"C 100°C

260°C

300°C

260°C

300°C

260°C

300°C

260°C

300°C

215-C

215°C

215°C

215°C

215°C

215°C

215°C

215°C

400V 400V 400V 400V

lectrical Characteristics (Notes)

Conditions
LM741A/LM74IE LM741 LM741C

Units
Parameter

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

it Offset Voltage TA = 25'C
Rs < 10kll
Rs •=. son 0.8 3.0

1.0 5.0 2.0 6.C mV

mV

TaMIN -; TA ^ TAMAX
Rg i_ 50 n
Rs t. 10 k!>

4 0

6.0 7.5

mV

mV

•rage Input Offset 15
i

:uV/°C

j! Offset Voltage TA = 25*C, VS - "20V
= 10 T 15 -15 mV

TA = 2S°C 30 30 20 200 20 200 nA

Tamin -' TA i Tamax 70 85 500 I 300 nA

irage Input Offset 0.5 rA/'C

TA = 25°C 30 80 50 500 60 500 nA

0.210 ! 1.5 j 0.8 ftA

TA = 25"C.VS = t20V 1.0 6.0 0.3 2.0 0.3 2.0 Mil

Tamin ^ TA i Tamax.
vs = ±20V

0.5 Mil

ut Voltage Range Ta = 25°C -12 r13 V

•_-. 12 •r 13 V

ge Signal Voltage Gam TA = 25"C, RL ,: 2 k!i
Vs = ±20V, V0 = "15V
Vs = -15V, V0 - T-10V

50

50 200 20

i

200 j
V/mV

V/mV

Tamin '" ta - Tamax
RL :j 2 kit,

Vs = +20V, V0 = - 15V
V3 - r15V, v0 = -- iov
Vs = -5V, V0 = --2V

32

10

25

I i
15

! V/mV

V/mV

j V/mV

„ . .— — ———



Electrical Characteristics (Note 3) (Continued)

Parameter Conditions
LM741A/LM741E [ LM741 LM741C

Units

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

Output Voltage Swing Vs = ± 20V
RL £ 10kn

RL > 2kn

±16

±15

V

V

VS = + 15V

RL a 10 kn

rl ;> 2 kn

±12

±10

±14

±13

±12

±10

±14

±13

V

V

Output Short Circuit

Current

TA = 25-C

Tamim ^ ta ^ TAmax

10

10

25 35

40

25 25 mA

mA

Common-Mode

Rejection Ratio

Tamin ^ ta £ tamax
RS <• 10kn,VCM = ±12V
Rs <. 50n.VCM = -12V eo 95

70 90 70 90 dB

dB

Supply Voltage Rejection

Ratio

Tamim ^ ta - Tamax.
VS = ±20VtoVs = ±5V
bs<. son
rs <: i o kn

86 36

77 96 77 96

dB

dB

Transient Response

Rise Time

Overshoot

TA = 25°C. UnityGain
0.25

6.0

0.8

20

0.3

5

0.3

5 "

fS

Bandwidth (Note 4) TA = 25°C 0 437 1.5 MHz

Slew Rate TA = 25"C, UnityGain 0,3 0 7 0.5 0.5 y/ns

T0 = 25'C 1,7 2.8 1.7 2.8 m"A

Power Consumption

LM741A

LM741E

LM741

TA = 25'C
Vs = +20V
Vs = ± 15V

80 550

50 85 50 85

mW

mW

Vs = r. 20V

TA = Tamin 165

135

mW

mW

VS = t20V

TA = Tamin 150

150 i
mW

mW

VS= t15V

TA = Tamin

Ta = Tamax

60

45

100

75 I
I

mW

mW

Note 1: For operator, al elevated temperatures, these devices must oederated rjs.v^d on the
Ratings"). Tj ^ TA i- (<!;.; Pr>).

nal resistance, and T, man. (listed under "Assiljle Maximum

Thermal Resistance Cerdip [J) DIP IN) HOB (HI so-e (M)

(PjA (Junction toAmbient) 100'C/W lOQ'C/W 170'C/W isS'C/w

fljC [Junctionlo Case! N/A NM 25'C/W W.'A

Note 2- For supply voltages less than z 15V. the absolute maximum ,«,i voltage is equal to the supoty vollage.
Note 3': U.less others, soecitied. !hese specimens -pply tor Vs - ,,5V. -5*C , r, , - 125'C (LM74,/LM7<1 A), FoMhe LM741 =
specifications are limited to 0'C .. TA _ i 70"'C.
Mote 4: Calculated value from- BVV (MHz) " u 35,'fiise T,me(,.sj.
Note 5: For military speculations seeRETS7J1X (or LMMi and HET5741A-. lor L^.'-iA
Note 6:Human body mode'. 1 5 SU! inseries ivilh 100pF

l,,'.f,-^; = . these



onnection Diagrams

Metal Can Package

NC

OFFSET NULL(1

INVERTING INPUT

NON-INVERTING INPUT

Order Number LM741H, LM741H/883',
LM741 AH/883 or LM741CH

See NS Package Number H08C

OFFSET NULL- 1

NVFRTiNG INPUT

NON-INVERTING
INPUT

Order Number LM741J, LM741J/883,
LM741CM, LM741CN or LM741EN

See NS Package Number J08A, MORA c NOR?

LM741H ,s avala^ per J.',l3S5IO/:Ol01

Ceramic Duai-ln-Line Package

NC — 1
"KJ

14 -NC

HC- 2 13 — NC

♦ OFFSET NULL- 3 12 — NC

-IN — t 11 — V +

+ IN- 5 10 — OUT

V- - 6 9 --OFFSET NULL

NC- 7 9 — NC

TL/H/9341-5

Order Number LM741J-14/883", LM741AJ-14/883"
SeeNS Package Number J14A

niso available per JM38510/10101

'also available pe- JM3BS10/10102

Ceramic Flatpak

6

LM741W

2 9

"1 a

4 7

5 6

*"—"m""' '"' ;
tl.'k. ;:-ji-5

Order Number LM741W/883

See NS Package Number W10A



Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters)

D 165-0 165

|4.191 -4.699)

REfERENCE PLANE

0.500

112.70)
MIN

t

T 0.035

(0.BB9)

(2.530)

•. N

Q.0Z9 —0-Ha5 _/\
(0.737-1.143)

0.028-D D34

(0.711-0 854]

D.350-11.3)0

" (B.B90 -9.398)"
OIA

1
.10

1
I

0.315 -0.335

(B.DD1-B.5D9)

0.025
MAX

UNCONTROLLED

<°-635> LEAD DIA

-SEATING PLANE

Tt 0.015-0.040

|0.381-1.01B|

0.016-O.D19

(0.406-0.483)

0.195-0.205 DIA

(4953-5.207! P.C

Metal Can Package (H)
Order Number LM741H, LM741H/883, LM741AH/883, LM741CH or LM741EH

NS Package Number H08C



hySJCal Dimensions inches (millimeters) (Continued)

m m m m

0.220 0.510 MAX

0,291 GUSS

LlI LiJ UJ LsJ

Ceramic Oual-ln-Line Package (J)
Order Number LM741CJ or LM741J/883

NS Package Number J08A

(7 365-8.128)

;/ ^.ir max K
i " 0310-0.110 _I 10.21)3-0.3051

G.Q25

RAD

12.4891

MAX BOTH ENDS

0.7E5

(TaTa?; •

m fm m h r in m

iinzniriiniri^iir

0TB '0.0C3 ^II
(0457 1D.D75; ~~~"

I2.S4D .D2SJ;

Ceramic Dual-ln-Line Package (J)
Order Number LM741J-14/8B3 or LM741AJ-14/883

NS Package Number J14A

0.018 i C 003 TV?

Q.1C0 i 0.010 TYP

(5 SSE-7.Sr.1j

I
I

__125-0.200
. (3 175-5,080]

0.150

13.81]

MIN -•!"



Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) (Continued)

Dau-onza HV
]0.25* -0.50*1

lJ.810-3 9BB) |

O.liS-0.191

H SOD- S 00*]

e i 5 s

0.?*4

ft ft A ft

0 230

5.19! S.1MJ

p
1 U U u u

LEBIiNO 1

IDEW

[1 31B-1 JS3l

\ (0 254
„ v v _±
i a a * * »

l.W-8

[0 ID?-0

T~ o.ow
U SLli^S£

0.009- 0.015

[0.J2S -0.1811

0 050

Small Outline Package (M)
Order Number LM741CM

NS Package Number M08A

mm ra El

JLHiiyp-*
(0 233|

-n023 r

- II 5-3SI

|!.33 T|

pll! NO. 1 mcltl-

' L
3 !53tO 005

(d.i J:0l!7i '-
RIP •xCr

(6.35 - D1!?] Pin n i iosn;—

o.saa

(7.112

0.300-0.320

o.oio

10.752)

(7.62-6.1Z3I """ 1

1] T

4
••

O 125

(1 17

tB.HD

-D.015

LU UU LU liT

ID.9S1I

(1.270)

Duat-ln-Line Package (N)
Order Number LM74SCN or LM741EN

NS Package Number NOSE



Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) (Continued)

•0.270 HAX-i

SOiO.OOS —H j— -*•
UP I I

0.060

0.0S5

0.035

0.026

TYP

o.ooe

0.004

TYP

DETAIL A

0.005 MIN TYP

10-Lead Ceramic Flatpak (W)
Order Number LM741W/883

NS Package Number W10A

Oi

V
0.012

O.O0B

wiot (REV E)

LIFE SUPPORT POLICY

NATIONAL* PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT
DEVICES C= SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF NATIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein:

Liie support devices or systems are devices or
systems .vhich, (a) are intended lor surgical implant
into the body, or (b) support or sustain life, and whose
failure to perform, when properly used in accordance
with instructions for use provided in the labeling, can
be reasonably expected to result in a signilicant injur/
lo the user.

2. A critical component is any component of a life
support device or system whose failure to perform can
be reasonably expected lo cause the failure of the life
support device or system, or to affect its safety or
effectiveness.

Ualionsl Simicoodu,

Corpora: ion
National Semiconductor

Europe
r-a. (i.'.3i o-iao-s.iiiajfti

Eitv.lil cniivji.' 3 l-v.''H2.r.i'; ?':•-•
00u(5;'i To; (t-9! J-I50-53I; ?3 35
EncjSjH Tor (t JtS)0-• dD-53? 78 i-l
Fifl-ujatj 10! ( I--W) S-ISu-53? I'll id
laiians Toi (i'JS! 0-:SJ.53i 16 i.l

National Semiconductor

Hong Kong Lid.
1331 Floor Slrsui'il Dloci
0c3an Csr.lr-; 5Laii/;nl

Japan Ltd.

Fa* 5--jJ3-J3S-2JO:i
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*-Jl* ***-'W* •$ 'V "* -"** -*

. 7^v >&&* C^- "'"I €'V " V r t

dacOTCthernnstorsfortemperaturecompenWi^ ' ' V"

e 25 degrees C+/-5% Beta Value 25 deorees C to 100 deqrees C. +/-3% MffrelistNo (OrderCode
3200 B5761S4K101J (679-320 _
3730 B578164K102J 679-331
3950 B576164K472J 679-343
4300 B576164K103J |679-355
4600 B576164K104J |679-367
5000 B576164K474J J679-379

e 25 degrees C Order Code JPnceEach
|1+ J60+ |100+ I250+ 1500+

_ 679-320

679-331 _

1679-343

1679-355
1679-367
[679-379

lefatedOide. Codst

TC thenrnsiors forKjjh preclsajn temperature meas«ememn measure^andcon^

25 degrees C Beta Value25 degrees C to 100 degrees C s Non-fnsuiated - _ PTFEfcsutated - • '
' ^ J " •*'., Mftrs,UstNo,' OrderCode Kirs ListNof Order Code

3988+A1% , ' - j ; B57867S302F40 179-380 . B57861S302F40 679-422
38B8+M* - - ' ^sl-^^jV B57887S5Q2F4Q [679-392 , B57881S502F40 679-434

fc 3988+Mft . -- *.»Jir FJb*i » B578B7S103F40 J)W*-M0- <t B67861S103F40„ 678446 - „
6 _ -»- 3964+Mft*-_ .?• '/V^Ws^-' :J>-,^ B57e87S3O3F4O?t679#l0 If 05786iS3O3F4O1 67&458'_
25degreesG Uads, OnferpMe•r , ^ Fnee EaCh M- „ _ ;

_. .

1

i*'(50+ HOOf!|250* '1500* ,

Non-bsutated eTweo ,-t , V \
Non-jnsulated 679-3S2

Hort-msulateti " 67JM09"

NwUnsuWed ere-410 •"-
— , ,i

flFbWsubted 679-422^" . '

rir-t-msulated 679-434 *

PTFE-msuJated 675446

HH-fc-tnsutated 678468 ,

25 deorees C 60mW

J*•^-T'i.^^I

LI

Done
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5 Beta Value25 degrees C to 100 decrees C JMftrsltstNo OrderCode

% 3000+/- 3% KED150CY 151-116

0% 365G+/-3% KED221CY 731-330

0% 3750+/-3% (KED331CY 731-341

0% 38S0+/-3% IKE0471CY 731-353
0% 3950+7-3% " 1KED681CY 731-365

1% 4000+7-3% KED102CY 151-117

0% 4150+7-3% KED222CY 151-118

0% 4300+7-3% IKED472CY 151-119

0% 4400+/-3% _ (KED103CY 151-120

|Pnce Each
|1+ |25+ 150+ [100+
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NEW: Download with Adobe ADVANCED THERMOELECTRIC

Thermoelectric modules are solid-state devices (no moving parts) thatconvert electrical
energy into a temperature gradient, known as the "Peltier effect" or convert thermal energy
from a temperature gradient into electrical energy, the "Seebeck effect." Thermoelectric
modules used as TE generators or TEGs are rather inefficient and little power is produced.
Typical applications of this type include NASA supplying povver to spacecraft and electronic
equipment along fuel pipelines where fuel may be burned off. TE modules may also be used
as thermocouples for temperature measurement. This discussion will focus on the use of
thermoelectric modules TEMs for cooling TECs and for temperature stabilization.

With no moving parts, thermoelectric modules are rugged,
reliable and quiet heat pumps, typically 1.5 inches (40 x
40mm) square or smaller and approximately %inch (4
mm) thick. The industry standard mean time between /
failures is around 200,000 hours orover 20 years for S ~\ /
modules left in the cooling mode. When the appropriate \, /''
power is applied, from a battery or other DC source, one '-I--/
side of the module will be made cold while the other is /
made hot. Click.here to. see how .they work. Interestingly, *
if the polarity or current flow through the module is
revered the cold side will becomethe hot side and vice versa. This allows TE modules to be
used for heating, cooling and temperature stabilization.

Since TE modules are electrical in nature, in a closed-loop system with an appropriate
temperature sensor and controller, TE modules can easily maintain temperatures that vary
by less than one degree Celsius. Simpler on - off control can also be produced with a
thermostat.

Because the cold side of the module contracts while the hot side expands modules with a
footprint larger than 1.5-2 inches square usually suffer from thermally induced stresses, at
the electrical connection points inside the module causing a short, so they are not common.
Long, thin modules want to bow for the same reason and are also rare. Larger areas than an
individual module can maintain arecooled or have the temperature controlled by usinq
multiple modules.

We know from the second law of thermodynamics that heat will move to a cooler area
Essentially, the module will absorb heat on the "cold side" and eject it out the "hot side" to a
heatsink. The addition of a heatsink to a module creates a thermoelectric device orTED In
addition to the heat being removed from the object being cooled, the heat sink must be
capable of dissipating the electrical power applied to the module, which also exits throuqh
the modules hot side.

As any Electrical Engineer will tell you the resistive or "Joule heat" created is proportional to
the square of the current applied (I2 R). This is NOT the case with thermoelectric modules
The heat created is actually proportional to the current (amperes xvolts) because of the flow
of current is working in two directions (the Peltier effect). Therefore, the total heat ejected by

vww.electracool.com/basics.htm 16/02P005
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the module is the sum of the current times the voltage plus the heat being pumped through
the cold side.

To understand the capabilities of a thermoelectric module, and related assembly, it is
necessary to understand what TE module specifications represent and their implications.
The four standard specifications for a module are 1.) The heat pumping capacity orQmax in
watts2.)The maximum achievable difference in temperature between the hotand cold sides
of the module known as the Delta Tmax or ATmax, usually represented in degreesCelsius
3.) The maximum (optimal) input current in amps or Imax 4.) The maximum input voltage or
Vmaxwhen the current input is optimal (Imax).

As a practical matter it is only possible reach either heatpumping capacity in watts orto
obtain the maximum temperature differential in degrees. In otherwords, the DTmax is the
maximum temperature difference between the hot and cold side of the module when optimal
power is applied and there is no heat load (Q=0). As a thermal load Q is added, the
difference in temperature between the two surfaces will decrease until the heat pumping
capacity orQmax value is achieved and there is no net cooling (DT=0). Since your
application will likely require net cooling of an object with a thermal mass, the actual heat
pumped or Q will be less than Qmax and the actualdifference in temperature will be less
than the DTmax.

Curves may be produced to show the relationship between power applied to a module and
net cooling. From our .module..specifi.cations..page you may see the curves for our most
popularmodules by clicking on the appropriate part number in the first column.

After learning what power is required for an appropriate module to reach the desired level of
cooling it is necessary tofocus on the assembly required, specifically heatsink selection, in
order to allow the module to maintain the desired results.

The actual temperature achieved, with a given level of cooling or DT on the module, in an
assembly is derived by subtracting the temperature of the cold side Tc from the temperature
of the hot side Th. (The advanced user should be aware that hot and cold side temperatures
are expressed in degrees Kelvin when used in equations.) Naturally, the cooler the hotside
of the module, the cooler the cold side will be. Many people not familiar with thermoelectrics
assume that the temperature of the hot side will be the same as the ambient temperature.
This is probably not the case. As mentioned earlier, as soon as power is applied to the
module the hot side of the module will begin ejecting this as heat to the heat sink causing it
to rise in temperature. The ability of the heatsink to dissipate this heat as well as the heat
being pumped through the cold side will determine the actual operating temperature of the
hot side thus, the cold side.

This brings us to the importance of selecting an appropriate heat sink. In general, the better
(the lower the thermal resistance of) the heat sink the easier it is to keep the hot side
temperature from increasing. Liquid heat sinks typically have the lowest thermal resistance
however they are relatively expensive and plumbing is required. The use of a liquid heat sink
assumes that a "house water supply" or chiller is available to cool the water or liquid being
circulated through the heat sink. The most common type of heat sink used in thermoelectric
applications is made from a thermally conductive material like aluminum orcopper and has
fins that are perpendicular to a base.

www.electracool.com/basics.htm 16/02/2005
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Atypical extruded heat sink profile

It is recommended that you select the largest (greatest surface area) heat sink that you can
accommodate. In general, to reduce the thermal resistance of a heat sink by 50% it is
necessary to increase it's volume by 400%.

In most TE applications that our modules will be appropriate for, a heat sink alone will not be
able to remove a sufficient amount of heat by natural convection keep the hot sideat an
acceptably low temperature. In order to help the heat sink remove heat on and around the
heat sink fins, a fan or blower must be attached which forces ambient temperature air over
the fins and exhausts the heatto ambient. This is known as a forced convection heatsink.
Even with a forced convection heatsink it is common that the hot side will stabilize at 10-
15°C above ambient.

When installing TE modules in an assembly it is most common to compress or "clamp" them
between a heat sink and something to be cooled. The object cooled can be a block of metal
creating a cold plate, another forced convection heat sink making an air-to-air exchanger, a
liquid heat sink forming a liquid-to-air exchanger, a probe for a water cooler or just about
anything else with a flat surface.

Thermoelectric modules are operated from a DC (Direct Current) power source rather than
AC (Alternating Current) sources such as most homes have available. DC power supplies,
AC/DC converters, batteries and battery chargers (without too much AC ripple) can all be
used as sources of power. When precise temperature control is required the power supply
must beadjustable so that as information is returned from a temperature controller,
corrections to input power can be made.

We sell Tecnologic brand temperature controllers because of their outstanding value. These
compact microprocessor based temperature controllers are about the size of a deck of cards
but are pretty big features. They are very easy to program and built to last. TLZ10 should be
selected for single set point applications like cold plates. The more feature rich TLK38 is
designed for operation with one or two setpoints and is popular with customers using our
PowerCOOL outdoor air conditioning units because they allow for our units to be used both
for heating in winter as well as cooling in summer. After selecting the desired temperature/s
for action, including, if you wish, neutral zone, simply place the unit within the enclosure and
you're done. For more details see the links below:

. Tecnologic's 16-amp, Single. Set Point TLZ1Q-12V Temperature Controller Technical
Data Sheet

p://www.electracool.com/basics.htm 16/02/2005
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m\

• ILZjO..Use.rJy1anual Replaces TDHpJ._...(manual)

• Tecnologic's TLK38 Dual Set Point Temperature Controller Technical Data Sheet
• Tecnoloqic TLK38 User Manual Replaces TDH02 (manual)

With these basics guidelines to work with you should be able to evaluate the use of
thermoelectric modules as a possible solution to your thermal management
challenge. If you would like to learn more, we highly recommend:

• DARPA/QNR/DOE High Efficiency Thermoelectric Workshop (March 2002)

• C.B..Q Handbook. .ofThermpeJectrics (1995)
• Chemjstry.,...Physics..and^^M

Bismuth.!^

• .Principles..of.Therm.oelec.trjcs..;...Basic
• Thermoejectr[c„M.ateriaLsJ

Beidgeratipn and Power.Generation..(20.01.)
• S.emicQndu.cto.rs.an.d.Se.m.!.metai
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A typical thermoelectric module is composed of two ceramic substrates that serve as a foundation and
insulation for P-type and N-type Bismuth Telluride dice that are connected electrically in series and the
parallel between the ceramics. The ceramics also serve as insulation between the modules internal ele
elements and a heat sink that must be in contact with the hot side as well as an object against the cold
An electrically conductive material, usually copper pads attached to the ceramics, maintain electrical ct
inside the module. Solder is most commonly used at the connection joints to enhance the electrical cor
hold the module together.

Most modules have and even number of P-type and N-type dice and one of each sharing an electrical
interconnection is known as, "a couple." The above module would be described as an 11-couple modu

While both P-type and N-type materials are alloys of Bismuth and Tellurium, both have different free el
densities at the same temperature. P-type dice are composed of material having a deficiencyof electrc
type has an excess of electrons. As current (Amperage) flows up and down through the module it atter
establish a new equilibrium within the materials. The current treats the P-type material as a hot junctior
be cooled and the N-type as a cold junction needing to be heated. Since the material is actually at the i
temperature, the result is that the hot side becomes hotter while the cold side becomes colder. The din
current will determine if a particular die will coo! down or heat up. In short, reversing the polarity will sw
and cold sides.

Leads to the modules are attached to pads on the hot side ceramic. If the module is sealed you can de
hot side without applying power. With the module on a flat surface, point the leads toward you with the
usually in red wire insulation, on the right. The bottom surface will be the hot side.

Material researchers are investigating the use of other materials to improve the efficiency of thermoelei
but Bismuth Telluride remains the most economical material for cooling modules used in ambient temp
applications. However, at low temperature (around minus 110 degrees Celsius) this material stops bee
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semiconductor and performance is severely diminished. Typically, the highest temperature that module
operate is the melting point of the solder inside, usually + 150 or 200 °C (302 or 392° F).

Some Bismuth Telluride based modules for power generation applications are fabricated with high mel
temperature solder or without solder entirely that can be used at temperatures up to + 400 °C. Hi-Z Tei
Inc. has some interesting and helpful information on this subject and manufactures modules of this typ<

If you would like to learn more, we highly recommend:

• DARPA/QNR/DOE High Efficiency Thermoelectric Workshop (March 2002)

• CR.C.. Handbook of.Theimoejectrics... (19.9.5)
• Pnnciples. of.Thermoelectn
• Thermoelectric Mate^ ar

Generation ..(2001)
• Semiconductors and Semimetals, Volume 69: Recent Trends in Thermoelectric Materials Rese;

Qne...{2000.)
• Semiconductors and Semimetals. Volume 70: Recent Trends in Thermoelectric Materials Rese;

Iwo_(2000)
• Semiconductors and Sernimetais. Volume 71: Recent Trends in Thermoelectric Materials Rese<

Ihree_.(2000.).
• thermoelectric Materials - New Directions &Approaches (1997)

Click here to return, to our Fundamental Thermoelectrics page.

Additional information that may be important to you may include:

• Mod.uIe Specif.ications
• Module. Prices
• Mo d uIe .O.very jew
• DC Power Supplies
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How to Install a Thermoelectric Module

Installing a TE module is relatively simple. Carefully following these guidelines will ensure that module*
optimally and are not damaged. Noncompliance with these guidelines may result in a decrease in mod
efficiency or failure.

Typically it is recommended that a module/s be compressed between two clean, flat and parallel surfac
thermoelectric module contains somewhat fragile semiconductor material however, most modules are
strong in compression. Good interfaces (low thermal resistance) between the module and components
contact with it will optimize performance. With few exceptions, a module should not be used asa supp<
member because a shear force may force a module open.

If two or more modules are installed in an assembly, their thickness should not vary by more than 005
Should you require a very uniform thickness, select our "Lapped" option, which ensures a close heioht
of ±0.01 mm. y

It is common to "clamp" a module between a cold plate, or other object to be cooled, and a heat sink /
example of the recommended configuration and components is pictured here.

L3T3 rxn

Cold plate
TE module
Heat sink

Fiber washer

Metal washer (flat)
Split lock washef
Screw (stainless)

To install the module/s, follow these directions:

1.) Spread a thin layer of thermally conductive grease (i.e. AOS 52022 or Dow Corning G340) in the lo.
where the module will be seated on the heat sink. Place the module on the heat sink and qently move
module back and forth to squeeze outanyexcess grease.

2)Spread athin layer of thermal grease in the appropriate location of the cold plate, or object to be co
place this onto the module (and heat sink). As above, gently remove any excess grease.

3.) Place all connecting hardware loosely into the sub-assembly. Beginning at the center evenly tighter
connecting hardware by hand or until you meet slight resistance. In this example, you would begin with
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middle screw located between modules on the module center line.

Center line for screw location

Page 2 of 3

1E Module;
Middle Screv

Cold Plate

Heat Sink

4.) Using a torque-limiting wrench, begin tightening in small increments from the center bolt outward.

5.) As shown in the following figure (data by Dr. J.G. Stockholm) the thermal resistance and dispersion
thermal grease depends upon the pressure against the module ceramics and reaches a relatively low >
pressure of 10 kgf/cm2. It is sufficient to provide pressure in the 10 -15 kgf/cm2 range for acceptable c
thermal contact. The torque perclamping screw (Type 4 - 40, 6 - 32 manufactured from stainless steel'
be no more than 0.11 kgm for modules having and area of40 x 40 mm.

Thermal Resistance

k-m2x104

//

1 •

with Dow Coming G 340
Thermal Grease

10 20

Pressure kgs^cm.2
30

6.) After reaching the desired torque value, leave the assembly for one hour. Check torque and re-tiqht
necessary.

Design Recommendations

Both the heat sink and cold plate should be sufficiently rigid to prevent any bowing or deformation whe
clamping your assembly together. If components are not sufficiently rigid, modules will not perform opti
may be damaged. Aluminum components should not be less than 6mm thick and copper components
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less than 4 mm. Clamping screws should only be located on the module/s center line. We recommend
clearance between module edges and bolt holes be 3 mm. If space does notallow this, you may incre;
distance but not exceed 12 mm.

Finally, If your finished product will be operating at temperatures near the dewpoint, or if the equipmer
routinely turned off, condensation from components may become water which can enter the module. T
moisture can cause corrosion leading to performance deterioration or an electrical short. Adequate car
be taken to seal modules from moisture. If you prefer, order moisture protected modules that have bee
"potted" to prevent the long term problems associated with electro-corrosion within the module ("P" suf
number) ororderEpoxy sealed modules thathave a bead ofepoxy aircraft grade around the perimetei
module and sufficiently fardown the leads to prevent wicking ("E" suffix in part number). Together thes
exceptional protection from condensation however Epoxy sealing is recommended in most application;
only potting.

Additional information that may be important to you may include:

• MQdu.le. Specifications
• Module.Prices
• Modyje Ovexyiew
• Basic Thermoelectrics

. How A TEC Works

Ifyou have a question please feel free to contact us:
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